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GAME BIRD ATLAMTC GALE 
REGULATIONS TAKES HEAVY 
ARE UCKINGI HUMAN TOa
£lectioAa In  Regard To Open Scaaons Nova Scotian Coast Is  ^ncw n W ith 
And B ag Limits N ot Y et I Wrccltago From  Ships That Have 
Gazetted ■ ; _ ____ _
With sectionsHALIFAXj Aug. 28.-
.A
There was .complaint last year as to |0f the Nova Scotian coast >strcwn with 
dilatorincss on the part of the Attor- wreckage of storm damaged ships. 
ney-Gcnoral's Department in publish- there are strong indications today that 
I ^ A the gale which for two days has sweptiftff tile. Ganac Regulations^ but there /Atlantic has taken a heavy toll in 
is additional ground for difis^itisfaction I human life;
this'year. In 1923̂  practically all the! Captain Miller and his crew of five 
regulations were published, in “The men arc believed to have, lost their 
^  ^  .. „ f ' T..i« 10*1. o i*vcs when their schooner Frince Ed-B.'i C. Gazette of J“iy Wth, a few |^jji.j island crashed'oh the rocks at 
minor amendments appearing a month KJtty Witty Shoals, twenty miles west 
Or so later. This year, the regulations of Halifax. Fragments'bf one of the
in reference to big game and fur-bear- vessel's boats have been oicked up;
. . T„i„ TIic schoouer,<. CO route from Newmg animals were published on J«‘y York, was laden with coal.
17th, while the vclauses .m regard , to , New York ships were reported over- 
game birds'were omitted entirely and due. The crew of a vessel sinking off 
have not yet been gazetted, althbugh Canso_werc rescued. The schoorfer
given out m tentative draft form somc L Portions of the
time ago to permit,of criticism and r,c?< schooner, Anna. MacDonald have been 
commendations being made in regard I washed ashore.' The Chinese junk 
,0 them before olfieial promulgatfon,* . p _ X *«. y ork, i was driven upon White JromtIt ,18, therefore not possible• to, S.tatc gj^oafs, off Catiso. Tne crew .managed
as yet the dates of the ,open ; seasons to reach safety. One man was drowned 
for the various kinds of  ̂ganie birds at Yarmouth wiLcn the schooner Liz-- 
 ̂  ̂ ' , zic E. was drivcu Eshorc. Thc coast-
® ® , r . wise steamer Asprey, with seventy per-
; The open season for male ^ e r ,  I>' ĉks .board, was wrecked at Neil's
^only, in. North and SOuth Okanagan, Harbour. All on board were saved- 
Siniilkameen and Grand Forks-Green- With a furious gale .raging off the 
wood 'Electoral Districts, will tic the Coast and over Newfoundland, fears 
• .V , <■ ' I are expressed tor tne Satety ot tnesame'.as last year, from September ^
ISth to December 15th, , inclusive. NEW YORK, Aug. ,28.—Nine more
White-tail deer may not be shot in transatlantic liners, tossed by a wind
these districts. The bag limit in the that blew more than a hundred'miles wicac vuoi. ^ \ °  . ' per hour and buffeted by waves that
Eastern, Game , District, which s,wept their decks eighty feet high, are
braces all that portion of the province expected in port today with as thrilling
east of the summit of the Cascade stories and lists of injured aboard as
Range and south of the main line of five badly smashed liners that made
the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, now _____________
part of the G. N. R. system, is now re-., , Mountai'n Goat •
duced . .to two male deer during the j Mountain goat, throughout the East- 
opeh season. ^ . ; . , . ; 1 ern and Northern Districts/ except that
A U T O M O B IL E  A C C ID E N T
CAUSES FA T A L IT Y
Many in this city will be shocked to 
hear of the death of Mr. W. H. D. 
Ladner, of Vernon, which was occas­
ioned by a motor accident on Tuesday 
evening, Tlic fatality occurred on the 
main road between Vernon and Arm­
strong, a. short distance past the point 
where(the B.X. road branches off. At 
this part of the road there is an em­
bankment, some eight fc.ot high, and 
the car, which was travsWing fast, 
through some'cause not yet definitely 
ascertained, went off the highway and 
tiirncd over. Two other occupants of 
the car escaped uninjured but Mr. Lad­
ner was so badly hurt by the full 
w'cight of the car falling on hirrf that 
he expired before  ̂medical help, which 
arrived quickly on the scene of the 
tragedy, could reach him. . He leaves 
behind him a widow and large family, 
to whom the sympathy of the whole 
community will be extended.
P R IN C E  O F  W A LES
FO O TS IT  M ER R ILY
ON. BOARD S.S. BERENGARIA, 
Aug. 28.—Notwithstanding a strenuous 
day of sport from which he emerged 
from three events on the losing end, 
the Prince of Wales was amongst the 
persistent dancers aboard the Beren- 
garia last evening, He also ^attended 
the ̂ ship’s concert, which, was well pat­
ronized.
Ttie Northern -District includes ’ttie portion of the Eastern District south 
Electoral District of Atlin and all that of the main line of the Canadian Pa- 
portion of the Province situate and jy*.j cific' Railway, open season from Sep- 
ing to.the north of the main line of the
Canadian National .Railway, formerly 1 In that portion of the Eastern Dis- 
known as the Grand Trunk Pacific jjj,g ĵ̂ g
Railway, and to the east pf the sum- p^gj^g Railway, open'season
mit of the Cascade Mountains. I from September 15th to December
The Western District includes all 15^̂ ^
A proposal has been made by the 
Mutual Ltd., of Vancouver, and the 
Nash Jobbing companies, fruit distri­
butors in the prairie provinces and who 
handle both American and B. C. fruit, 
that . a commission consisting of, one 
lawyer, an experienced , fruit grower 
selected by the Associated Growers of 
B. C. and someone with a wide know­
ledge of the wholesale fruit trade, be 
appointed by the B. C. Minister of A- 
griculture to make a thorough .investi­
gation of their ,affairs. The companies 
declare that, they wiU..deposit a $10,000 
bond to be used to cover the expenses 
of such a commission.
CHICAGO CAUSE 
' CEIKBRE IS 
AT AN END
CANADIAN d o l l a r  IS  AT
PR E M IU M  IN  N E W  YORK
Judge 'Will Give Decision In  Leopold 
And Lbeb M urder Case On 
September ,10th
NEW YORK, Aug. 28.^Thc Cana­
dian dollar was quoted at l«32nd of 
one per cent premium on the Noy 
York market today. Today's quotation 
was the highest since December, 1922. 
Oh a later quotation,, î  fell back fo 
par. On Marcn 11th of this year a 
low mark was established foic the year 







CHICAGO, Aug, 28.-a . .io.—Judge John k i l l e r  NEARLY ESCAPES;
R. Cavcriy took the Franks kidnapp- JA IL GUARDS IN TROUBLE 
ing and murder case, to which Nathah , — -—
F. Leopold Jr. and Richard Loch pled MOl^TREAL, Aug. 28.—With two
guilty, under advisement today at 11.49 guards under arrest and a number of 
a.m. , ; I others under suspension in conncc-
Thc judge announced that he would tion w>th' the almost successful a t 
give his decision 'fixing the penalty for tempt on Monday of. .Guiseppe Scrafl 
the double crime, at 9.30 a.m. on,;Sep- ni, under death sentence, to escape 
tcnibcr 10th,. Nooc will. be. admitted from Bordeaux Jail, it is expected that 
to the court fliat day, he ruled, save the investigation now being made by 
the defendants, the attorneys, court the Provincial Attorney-General's dc 
attaches and newspapermen. The in- jpartmeht will have far-reaching and 
tcllcctual young collegians who _ slew perhaps sensational results, It ,ii 
Bobby Franks for a ‘‘thrill,'' will be thought that at least a complete re 
informed on September 10th whether organization of the system of guards
Interesting Program m e Is  Promised 
O f Addresses And Discussion Of 
Im portant M atters
Unlimited M arket F o r Properly Pack* 
cd.B. C. Applm In  G reat B ritain 
And On "Tlie Continent < ^
ttiey will pay with their lives on the | in the jails of Quebec will be the out- 
gallows or ,_with a lifetime in prison] come, 
for their weird crime. The hearing has
° 's f o t ‘'A « o i L f  E. Crowe|®°>“ ’'  w
made a dramatic last-minute appeal fdr I WAS EXHUMED TODAY
the death penalty for the two young 
slayers. An otherwise drab cpnclusioti VANCOUVER, Aug. 28.—Under the 
to the famous trial was enlivened by supervision of ofncials of th e . Ptovin
a stinging rebuke which Judge Caveriy cial Police Department, into whose 
administered to Crowe as soon as the charge the casket was handed bn being 
prosecutor had spoken his final word taken from the grave, the exhumation 
in favour of the death penalty. ' of the body of Janet Smith was car " - - - - I . . . .  _  ^  F.; Cur
at
Crowe had referred to the testimony ried out early today. Dr. G. F. C 
of Detectiye Sergeant James J. Cort- tis awaited the arrival of the body 
land, in which that officer quoted Leo- the City Morgue, where at 11 o'clock, 
pold as laying months ago that he in the presence of Dr. A. W. Hunter 
could“ pIead'.guilty tiefore a friendly, and other surgeons retained by the
Council; of Scottish Societies, an au  ̂Of the gallows.” Clarence DarrowL 1 . j  . .  ,
charged that this was perjury o h ' the Jopsy was commenced, Thia consisted 
part of the officer, and it was of Dar- of careful examination for the purpose 
row's charge that Crowe spoke this of arriving at a conclusion as to how
- the injuries sustained by the girl were ‘I don t know,” the State Attorney . , j  •
shouted, -‘whether this court believes the: nature of the wound  ̂in
the officer or hot, or whether Leopold the head and. surrounding extensive 
ever said that, but I submit that any fractures of the skull being the subject
°tiseryed tim acts of this of close' scrutiriy in view of the' sug- 
defradant in court,'and the actions of ' f xi,his relatives arid attorneys, knows that that the victim of the tragedy




that portion of the Province situate and 1 in the Western District, open season 
lying to the west of the sumniit of the September 13th to November
Cascade Mountains and south of the 3Qjĵ
Electoral District of Atlin. ... Bear
Other provisions as to big game ŵ hich throughout the Northern Dis­
may be of interest and -value to ®nr season from September 1st,
readers are as follows,-the dates stated 2924, to June 30th, 1925 
being inclusive:— - Throughout the Eastern District,
Moose open season from September 15th, 1924,
- Moose, of the male sex, in the Elec- to June 30th, 1925. 
toral Districts of Atlin, Fort George Tl roughout the Western District, 
and Omineca, north of the main line except that portion thereof known and 
of the Canadian National Railway, for- defined as Vancouver Island, open sea 
merly known as the Grand Trunk Pa-j son from September 1st, 1924, to June 
cific Railway, open season from Sep- 15th, 1925.
tember 1st to December 15th. in that portion of the Western Dis-
In the Electoral Districts of Cariboo trict known as Vancouver Island, op- 
and those portions of the Omineca and en season from November 1st, 1924, 
Fort George Electoral Districts to the to May 31st, 1925. 
south of the main line of the Canadian Provided, that no bear shall be trap- 
National Railway, formerly known as ped in any part of the Province.
the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, open p u r .b e ARING ANIMALS
season from September 1st to Decern- ,
ber 15th ' In the Northern and Eastern Dis-
Six Residents Of Kelowna Fined For 
Taking Trout Under Eight 
Inches In Length
judge.'^
, JudgA Caveriy's face reddened a lit­
tle as fhe State Attorney delivered ] 
this, but he! said nothing, A few mo­
ments later, however, wheri Crowe, 
red-faced and exhausted, had sat down, 
his rebuke was instant: and sharj^  
“ The court will order- the closing 
remarks of the State Attorney stricken 
from the records,” Caveriy said 
sternly. “It is a plain attempt to in­
timidate this| court, and this court will 
not be intimidated.”.
prior to the death bullet being fired.
SERVICE
A LB ER TA  L IB E R A L S  W IL L
C H b O S E  H b U S E  LE A D ER
Five , Additional Fruit And 'Vegetable 
Inspectors Are Appointed For 
Inspection’Work At Kelowna,
1 Caribou
CariLou, of the male sex, through­
out’ the Province, except Queen Char­
lotte Islands and ekeept all that por­
tion of the Province lying to the south 
and east of the main line of the Cana­
dian National Railway, formerly 
known as the Canadian Northern Rail- 
, way, open season from September 1st 
to December 15th.
In that portion of the Province sit­
uate and lying in the Eastern District 
south and east of the main line of the 
.Canadian National Railway, formerly 
known as the Canadijan Northern Rail­
way, and north of the main line of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, open sea­
son from September '15th to October 
iSth.
Wapiti (Elk)
Wapiti (elk), pf the male sex, in the 
Electoral Districts of Fernie, Cran- 
brook and Columbia, open season from 
October 11th to October. 25th.
Mountain Sheep
Mountain sheep, of the male sex, in 
that portion of the Province north of 
the main line of the Canadian National 
Railway, formerly known as the Grand 
Trunk Pacific Railway, open season 
from September 1st to November 15th.
In the Electoral Districts'of Fernie, 
Cranbrook and Columbia, open season 
from October 1st to November 15th.
In that portion of the Electoral Dis­
trict of Cariboo situate and lying south 
of the , 52nd parallel of latitude and 
west of the Fraser River, and that 
portion of the Electoral District of 
Lillooet situate and lying to the west 
of the Fraser River, open season from 
September 1st to November-ISth.
tricts, all fur-bearing animals except 
beaver, north of the main line of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, open season 
from November ISth, 1924, to April 
30th, 1925.
In that portion of the Eastern Dis­
trict south of the rhain line of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway there shall 
be a close season on all fur-bearing 
animals, except in regard to musk rats 
in the Columbia Electoral District.
In the Western District, all fur-bear­
ing animals except beaver, open season 
from December 1st, 1924, to March 
31st, 1925.
Beaver
Beaver, in the Northern District and 
in the Electoral Districts of Skeena, 
Mackenzie, Cariboo, Omineca andiFort 
George situate and lying in the East­
ern District, open season from No- 
vember.T5th, 1924, to April 30th, 1925.
In that portion of the Western Dis­
trict known as the Prince Rupert, 
Skeena and Mackenzie Electoral Dis­
tricts, open season from .December 1st, 
1924, to March 31st, 1925.
Musk Rats
Musk rats, in the Columbia Electoral 
District situate and lying in the East­
ern District, open season from Novem­
ber ISth, 1924, to April 30th, 1925.
SEASONAL BAG LIMITS
Deer.—Northern and Eastern Dis­
tricts, .two, of the male sek; Western 
District, three, of the male sex..
Grizzly Bear.—-North , of the main 
line of the Canadian National Railway, 
formerly known as the Grand Trunk 
Pacific Railway, two; south of the said 
railway, one.
Other Bear.—^Thrcc.
On Monday afternoon, in the Prov­
incial Police Court, six residents of 
Kelowna pleaded guilty to a charge of 
a breach of the Special Fishery Regu­
lations for British Columbia contained 
in the Fisheries Act, a federal statute, 
their offence being the catching of im­
mense quantities of little trout in Mis­
sion Creek, nearly all of which were 
under eight inches in length. They 
were each fined $10 and costs, totalling 
$13, the alternative being 14 days im­
prisonment.
This case was of great interest to the 
members of the Kelowna Fish and 
Game Protective Association, who for 
months past have known of similar il­
legal fishing being carried on, not on­
ly in Mission Creek but on other 
streams in this district, and who made 
strong representations on the subject 
to the officials of the Department of 
Marine and Fisheries. As a result of 
the efforts of the Association Mr. G. 
N. Gartrell, Fisheries Overseer, was 
ordered to make a special trip to try 
to find out who were the people who 
for so long have been denuding Mission 
Creek of small fish, quite close to the 
locality /which, at an eixpense of over 
$1,000, was stocked recently by the 
Dominion Government, and Mr. Gar­
trell did his work well, though it took 
him several days of watchful waiting 
till he could catch the offenders.
The magistrate, when imposing the 
fines, called the attention of the accus­
ed to the fact that under Sec. 82 of the 
Fisheries Act any one who violates 
any of its provisions or regulations is 
liable to a penalty of not more than one 
thousand dollars and costs, or, in de­
fault of, payment, to a term of impris­
onment not exceeding twelve months, 
or to both.
The defendants, who each pleaded an 
astonishing ignorance of the fact that 
small trout under eight inches in length 
cannot be caught, paid their fines.
This case shows that there is lots 
of work ahead forythe special “Fish 
Guardian” to be appointed for this dis­
trict.
EDMONTON, Aug. > 28.—Within In compliance with requests from
the present week there will be a con- .^^Kctable shippers, the Do-
vention of the Liberal members of, the minion Minister of Agriculture has au- 
Alberta Liegislature for the purpose of thorized the Fruit Branch to establish
choosing a house leader for the party £ jiis season, as an experiment, a 
during the coming session of the Leg- , . , ^  .
islature, the final selection o f , a sue- shipping point inspection service m 
cessor to Hon. K. R. Boyle being left the Okanagan, including Salmon Arm. 
to a provincial convention' which, it] on a basis of approximate cost. Plans
.r a f H r " & l» a v e  been fonnulaud by which prac





tables from the territory concerned 
[may moye this season under govern­
ment inspection at the point of ship- 
I ment.
The service involves a fee of five 
[ dollars per car, and applications al- 
I ready on file from shippers indicate the 
possibility of fully 80 per cent of the 
entire crop moving under inspection,
'The Good Roads League of Britis 
Columbiah'^ill hold their eighth annuja 
convcntioii at Penticton on Tuesday 
September 2nd, and it promises to be 
one of the largest and most intorcsthig 
ever held by good roads enthusiasts in 
this province.
Strong resolutions will be, draftee 
dealing with the Inter-Provincial'High 
;way. The long-felt want of a road con 
nccting Fort George and Hazelton wil 
be mooted by delegates from the nor 
thern ]{)ortion of the province. Van 
couvei" Island’ delegates will sttwe to 
impress upon the government the im­
portance of constructing a' road bet­
ween Jordan R\vcr and Port RciifrcWi 
while the'continued paving of the Chil- 
iiwack-Rosedalc road will be recom 
mended by, the Fraser Valley delegates 
The Uciuelet-Tofino highway, a roac 
much needed by residents of the west 
coast of, Vancouver Island, will again 
come under'discusssion,. and many oth­
er requests upon the Public Works De 
partment will be formulated. '
The League 'has remaihed inactive 
during the past few months, owing to 
the recent general election, but the 
government can be assured of an ag­
gressive campaign by this organization 
from now on.
Mr. R ., H. Gale, ex-Mayor of Van­
couver, who has been the League’s 
president for the past eight years, will 
not be able to preside at'the  conven­
tion, owing to his being in London at 
present on important business. His 
absence will be keenly felt, but Mr. 
J. J. Johnson, of New Westminster, 
First Vice-President, will take over 
the reins of office and will strike an 
objective for the League’s future ac­
tivities.:, • ■ •
Mr. H. Frank Bird, . tbe .energetic 
secretary, has arranged for some elo­
quent speakers on road matters, among 
them being 'the Hon. Samuel Hill, 
pioneer road builder; Mr. Frank Ter­
race, who is associated with Mr. Hill 
in Seattle; Mr. S. L. Squire, Deputy 
Minister of the* Department of Pub­
ic Highways, Ontario, who is an of- 
lice-holder in the Canadian Good 
!^oads Association; Hon. Dr. Suther- 
and, Minister of Public Works; Mr.
Philip, Public Works Engineer;i Mr. 
Herbert Cuthbert, Manager of the 
!Portland Chamber of Commerce; Mr.
Davison, Publicity Commissioner, 
Vancouver; Mr. Geo. I. Warren, Pub- 
icity Commissioner, Victoria and Is- 
and Publicity Bureau, and others.
“PICTURE BRIDES” SEEK ' 
TO ENTER UNITED STATES
Visiting Teams Will Compete For accompanied by a government certifi- 
Citizens’ Challenge Cup And cate in regard to grade, condition, etc. 
Interior Championship | In the majority of cases this certificate
will probably be the basis of sale.
Labour Day will be celebrated here] Inspection will be made wherever
VICTORIA, Aug. 28.—A five-mast­
ed Japanese schooner, with a large 
number qf Japanese ‘‘picture bridei” 
seeking illegal entry into the United 
States, is reported to be; off the hor- 
thern coast of Vancouver Island.
SERIOUS FLOODS IN
BELLA COOLA VALLEY
by an open trap shoot tournament sta- products are offered for shipment, but 
ged by the Glenmore Gun Club. The confined to the area stated, and will 
events will include competitions for the include fields, orchards, packing hous- 
junior novice class, open novice class, es, common or cold storage warchou- 
open trap shoots, ladies’ shoot, arti- ses, pre-cooling plants, loading plat- 
ficial quail shooting from the hip and forms, railway and express cars, 
team shoots, and the official trapshoot- The service is available to any per- 
ing rules of <ttie’Amateur Trapshooting Ison having a financial interest in the 
Association of America will be follow- products involved, but application must 
cd. In the team shooting all members be filed with any authorized inspector 
of the competing teams must be bona at or nearest the place where inspec- 
fide residents of this section of B. C. tion is desired. Inspection will be 
The first attraction will be a handi- made under the provisions of the Fruit 
cap shoot for the Pettigrew Cup, which Act and the Root Vegetables Act, vio- 
event will be open to members of the Nations of which will be dealt with in 
Glenmore Gun Club only, and the day’s the same manner as heretofore.








I have read With interest the Icttora'; 
you have been publishing of mine'; 
your paper, and as you have requested ; 
me for a little further information rie«; 
garding the Exhibition and our. fruit,;; 
in particular, I am' enclosing you two 
or three letters that I . have received; 
from Covent Garden re what they say ' 
about our fruit. These letters , speak y 
for thcnis9lvcs. I  will^also send you in| 
few days some; photographs' of th e ! 
Fruit Exhibit Which you can. place in / , 
some window where' the public can see ' ; 
them. At present the Fruit Exhibit is 
largely composed of British Columbia 
apples, Ayhicli are: in splendid Condition' 
and are admired by thou^nds of pcoplet , 
every day. ' '
I have been trying to get as mufrh 
publicity as possible for Canadian 
:ruit and in some cases jiarticularly;for ! 
British Columbia, as the enclosed let- ; 
ters show. ; In this particular, the sale 
of apples that I made in Covent Garden 
was published in about 500 papers here^ ; 
lesides being cabled by four different 
correspondents to Canada and Amer- “  
ica. I have also sent fruit to the dif- ; 
:;erent local exhibitions that are being 
leld in many parts of the British Isles, 
also, given' some t̂o large stores for 
window )decorating.' Besides, we have * ■ 
tWQ ^exhibition cars which are travel­
ing throughout the country calling; at 
schools, market places and exhibitions, ; 
which are well supplied with friiit, ' 
mostly, I must say, from: British Gdl- ; 
umbia. You will note that the Force 
Company got out' a booklet here to 
send to the different : retail stores
throughout the British Isles.... I  have
underlined what they say about Can- • 
adian apples. This Is only one of many 
similar pamphlets I have received. !
The British Press has been very 
good and is usually looking for some­
thing to say with regard to our fruit 
and also to get photos for. their papers 
—really we are, getting a wonderful lot 
of advertising for our apples. • The only 
thing that remains is to back it up with 
good fruit properly packed, but I want , 
once more warn our Okanagan: 
packers that the present package with 
le bulge is ruining our fruit here and 
elsewhere. The C.P.R., who store 
heir apples in our storage,' reteivcd : 
twelve boxes yesterday; six of the tw­
elve boxes were Okanagan fruit, two 
with B.C. Growers’ .trade mark on, two 
with O.K. brand, and two Associated 
Growers.. When I tell you that soJne 
of the boxes had water running out of 
them, and others were so badly bruised 
that the majority had to be dumped, 
you will understand why I say the 
bulge package has got to go. 1 opened 
up for the Hon. Mr, Robb,‘under whoseVANCOUVER. Aug. 28.—Provin cial police headquarters have been ad _ , . . .
vised of serious floods in the Bella Department the Exhibition comes, sev- 
Coola valley. According to a despatch era! boxes of apples today, including
to the police authorities, a bridge in 
the valley has been washed away and 
access to the dock, cut off. Many set­
tlers, while well supplied with food, 




Mountain Sheep.—North of the main 
line of the Canadian National Railway, 
formerly known as the Grand Trhnk 
Pacific Railway, two of any one spec­
ies, or three altogether of the male 
sex; In other regions in which moun­
tain sheep may be shot, one of the male 
sex. , ‘
Caribou.—One, of the male sex.
sport will be wound up by a competi­
tion for the Citizens’ Challenge Cup, 
which is emblematic of the champion­
ship of the Interior and which will be 
contended for by teams of five shots 
each from Princeton, Penticton, Sum- 
merland, Vernon, Lumby, Revelstoke, 
Okanagan Mission and Kelowna. This 
cup is held one year by the winning 
team.
All arrangements have been com­
pleted to make this tournament an en­
joyable affair and the success it de­
serves to be. Visitors from afar will 
be hospitably entertained and refresh­
ments, light lunches, etc. at very mod­
erate prices will be served on the 
grounds ^y  the ladies Of the Kelowna 
Women’s Institute.
Carloads of B. C. eggs arc being 
shipped as far cast as Montreal and at 
the same time prairie eggs arc reach­
ing B. C. in large quantities.
To provide for the large volume of 
work anticipated at Kelowna, in addi- 
tioh to Mr. J. Newton, who is already 
a member of th<5 inspection staff, the 
following extra, inspectors have been 
appointed for this district: Messrs. W. 
Read, seasonal, and A. W. Gray, W. 
Charman, F. Dean and John E. Seaton, 
temporary.
A meeting pf the local inspectors was 
held in the Board of Trade room on 
Thursday last to discuss present and 
future work, with Mr. Bryson M. 
Whyte, Supervisor for the District, al­
so in attendance. It was arranged to 
continue such meetings weekly.
Inspectors have also been appointed 
to act at Vernon, Summerland, Pen­
ticton and Salmon Arm.
SHANGHAI, Aug. 28.—British and 
United States warships are proceeding 
lere from Che Foo and Wei Hai Wei 
in connection with the seizure by Tu- 
chuns of Cheniang and Kiang ,Su Pror 
vinces of different sections of the Pc- 
kin-Narvking Railway.. Troops arc en­
trenched for the protection of the Ki- 
angnan arsenal, just below Shanghai.
PLANE MAY GO TO R ELIEF
OF “LADY KINDERSLEY”
VANCOUVER,, Aug. 28.—The Jeri­
cho Beach air station may send an am­
phibian plane to the relief of the crew 
of the Hudson's Bay Company’s ship 
Lady Kinderslcy, caught in the ice off 
Point Barrow in Arctic waters. Squad­
ron Leader A. Earl Godfrey, command­
er of the local unit of the Royal Cana­
dian Air Force, is now awaiting word 
from Ottawa giving consent to the en­
terprise.
A very rich strike is reported to have 
been made on Keithley Creek, Cariboo, 
where hydraulic operations are being 
carried on. , i >
The sum of $50,000 has been raised 
in Spokane for operating the Spotted 
Horse mining claim near Greenwood.
McIntosh, Wealthy, Jonathan, New­
town, Winter Banana, Spy, ^Wagner, 
Winesap, Staynian's Winesap, Delic­
ious, ^Ben Davis, Gano, Salome, Arkan­
sas Black,. Cox’s Orange, Spitzenberg, 
Black Twig, Rome'Beauty and'Grimes 
Golden. The above apples were in 
perfect condition, and I could easily 
get £2  a box for the 'majority of them. 
Now, I do not wish to convey the idea 
that all you have to do is ship apples 
over here and hold them in order to get 
these fancy prices, for you must have 
the apples in perfect shape,, and with 
them in that condition, you can demand 
almost any price at any time as there 
is an unlimited market for our apples 
in this country and on the Continent.
I am, ;
■ Very respectfully yours,
F. R. E. DcHART.
(Continued on Page 4)
Mount Sicker at the time of the 
boom in lode mining yielded very 
large quantities of copper-gold; ore, 
which was smelted at Ladysmith and 
Crofton, and it now promises to come 
to .the fore , again as a producer. . Re­
cent development work done on the 
Lenora mine, piic of the' old-time pro­
perties,, is stated to have shown up 
large blocks of ore which can be hand­
led at a profit. .
ijl'l , V
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SCHOOL DAYS MEAN NEW  PEN S,A N D  PENfcXLS
PETTIGREW 'S in a good place t® 8ct your ,ouppIy oa ^  
handle only the beat Unco with standard aelhng prices.
VVaterman Self-Filling Everaharp Pcnclle....50c to $12.00
/"Pena from ........... $2.75 up improved modcia chclap-
Thc old reliable, big Belling, cr than the old models, 
big., value ,pcn...'v'. •
Black and White Pena at  ............. ........— •;..................... -   
A good looking Metal Pencil at the low price of .........................auc
eASOiiMr
nctowMa B.O.
JEW ELLER and DIAMOND 'MERCHAN*i:
BOV SCOUT COUniN
T H E  KELOW NA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
6UM0RE
THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, i m .
NEW Dir e c t o r y  o f
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Troop F lrtit! Self Last I
, Edib ' ■ ------  "Tted by ‘Tionecr.”
Vriglcy - HenderBon Publication I b 









, b a c k e d  b y
Service aad Quality
Y O U R  ORDERS W ILL BE APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
Wm. HAVG <a SON
Dealers in Masons* Supplies and Coal
Phone 66
ZENITH CARBURETORS EXIDE B A T T EIES
The Carburetor is the LUN.GS of the car. 
The Battery is the HEART of the can
Get one of our EXIDE BATTERIES and our new $15.00 
FORD ZENITH CARBURETORS
And note the increased “pep’* of your gngine and the fuel
saved.
W E SPECIALIZE IN LATHE WORK, 
OXY-ACETYLENE W ELDING, SPRAY MOTORS
— and —
MARINE ENGINE REPAIRS
Sutherland Garage & MachlHe Shops, Ltd.
49-tfc
W O O D !  W O O D !  W O O D !
Now is . the time to stock up.
DRY WOOD for Winter or Summer Fuel.
Dry 16" Slab Wood, per rick, delivered ...— ...........  ......... $2.00
Dry Box Cuttings, per load, delivered ...........J............-------- ..... $2.25
Green Lumber Trimmings, per load, delivered........... ............ . $1.50
THE KSOWNI SAWMILL CO., LTD.
TT a m a t c o
** T he  U n ive rsa l W a llb o a rd  **
VENEER WALLBOARD.
By sheer merit it creates its own demand—^because it fills a 
great need in every home.
. Because comfort and warmth in winter is a certainty in every 
home in which Lamatco Veneer Wallboard plays its part. Because 
it will never check, split, or c6me apart. Because, once in place, 
Lamatco Veneer Wallboard is a-permanerice in the home. Because 
its natural grain of wondrous beauty when finished with Lamatco' 
Finishes presents the’same surface and artistic appearance as costly 
hardwood panels. Because it can be finished with any commercial 
enamel and paint, including kalsominc and wallpaper.
Samples and full information mailed immediately upon request.
'For Sale By
LEGKIE HARDWABE LIH lTEO , Xeloma, B.C.
Manufactured By
Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.,
New Westminster, B. C.
iBt Kelowna Tremp
/ Augtist 26, 1924.
Wc give below,a list of places wott 
by members., of the, present strength 
of the Troop at the recent Regatta, for 
\yhich^^point8 arc awarded, io the par­
ticular Patrol tp which the winner be- 
ongs;—-'  . V < .
Diyiiig under 16 years.—-Scout Lloyd 
Williams (WLjilf), 1st.
Junior Rowing Fours and. Benior 
lowing Fours.— T-L. Elwyn Will" 
iams (Eagle), P-L. Gordon Mcikle 
(Wolf) and Second Donald Loanc 
(Wolf), 1st.
Members’ 60, yards' Handicap, Swim. 
P-L; John Williams (Otter), 1st. 
Open Standing Dive.—T-L. Elwyn 
Williams (Eagle), 1st.
Crab Canoe Race.—P-L. Gordon 
Mcikle (Wolf), 1st, and Second Don­
ald Loanc (Wolf), 3rd.
Single Canoe.—Second W. Knowles 
(Beaver), 1st.
Pillow Fight.—Scout Jack Packham 
(Lynx), 4st«
50 yards Swim under 16.—Scout 
Lloyd Williams (Wolf), 2nd.
Swimming under water.—Second E- 
dwin'Harvey (Otter), 1st, and P-L 
W. Longlcy (Owl), 2nd. . ,
Mixed Double Canoes.—Second W 
Knowles (Beaver), 2nd.
Men’s Double Canoes.—P-L. Gor­
don Mcikle (Wolf),, and Second W
Knowles (Beaver), 2>'6.
Running Spring Board Dive.- T-L 
Elyryn Williams (Eagle, 1st.
. Boys’ 120 yards Swimming Relay.— 
P-L. John ■ Foster (Cougar) and P-L. 
John . Williams (Otter), 1st.
Greasy Pole.—Scout Lloyd Williams 
(Wolf), 1st.
War Canoe Race against the Pen 
tictoh Troop. - T -L .  Elwyn Williams, 
Second Harrjr Campbell and, ^cout 
Fred Williams (Eagles)^ P-L. Gordon 
Meikle and Second Donald Loane 
(Wolves), P-L. Jas. Laidlaw (Lynx) 
P-L. W. Longley (Owl), P-L- Alas 
tair MacLurg, Second W. Knowles
and Scout Fred Taggart (Beayers), P- 
L. John Foster and Seput Jos. Saucier 
(Cougars), and P-L. John Williams 
and Second Edwin .Harvey ,(QWer,s).
There were two outstanding features 
of the Regatta, so far as we vvere 
concerned, on which perhaps we tn>8bt 
make comment here: One was the gooH 
sportsmanlike,, feeling between pur riv­
al war canoei'teams. Second Ken Shep- 
jierd of our-Troop was. loaned to Pen.* 
ticton and pulled-as hard as though he 
was working for his own Troop, am 
the race was no sooner over than the 
Penticton Troop, who had lost a gooc 
race, gave us three resounding cheers 
to which, of course, we replied, follow­
ed up by our Yell. This all took place 
away out on the water and a long time 
before more cheering was again called 
for by an enthusiastic citizen when the 
crews were landing. A race finished in 
the above spirit is never a loss.
The other feature was the outstand 
ing success of our rowing crew, con­
sisting of the three we have mentioned 
and Rover Scout John Aitken, who 
was a Patrol Leader in the Troop last 
year. It was their first year of rowing 
and was a splendid example of what 
obedience to the first principles of 
training with first-class coaching wil 
do. The almost ever present little white 
cigarette in the lips of by far the ^ e a t 
majority, of our youth today, so -that 
it is the exception otherwise, is the 
most potent and effective enemy we 
have against athletics. Intoxicating 
liquors are, of course, worse but it is 
only the simple-minded who mix them 
up with sports.
The new edition of the combined 
Wriglcy-Hcndcrson Directory of Brit­
ish Columbia is just off the press and 
contains much intefesting and valuable 
information. T h e ‘combin<id effort of: 
A^rigicy Directories, Limited, and Hen­
derson Directories, Limited, in the form 
of the now publication has proved a 
great success. The new directory is 
)igj^r and better than ever and pre­
sents the fulfilment of a ^ c a t  need 
of the people of this province.
Clad in a neat grey cover, the new 
issue contains complete city directories 
of both Vancouver and Victoria, and 
gives a gazetteer and alphabetical dir­
ectory of all cities, towns, villages and 
settlements, showing business firms, 
citizens, fruit growers, lumbermen, 
fishmen, miners, etc. The classified sec­
tion embraces a standard index of tjic 
jusincss interests bf the province, con 
stituting a complete ai^d authoritative 
buyers’ guide which is'' used by the 
Dominion and provincial governments 
Canadian Trade Commissioners, pur­
chasing agents, importers and export­
ers. Cojiics of this directory arc plac 
cd generally in the larger cities 
throughout the world.
Interesting facts arc given in regard 
to many of the towns and districts be 
sides general information in regard to 
government officials and departments 
The population of some of the principal 
centres, as estimated in the new edition, 
is as follows: Anyox, 2,000; Britannia 
Beach, 1,000; Chilliwack, 2*000; Cran 
brook, 3,000; Fernie, 4,750; Grand 
Forks, 2,d00; Kamloops, 5,000; Kel­
owna, 3,000; Nanaimo, 10,000; Nelson 
8,000; New Westminster, 18,000; Ocean 
Falls, 2,000; Penticton, 4,000; Powell 
River, 2,000; Prince George, 3,000 
Princeton, 1,000; Prince Rupert, 6.500 
Revelstokc, 3,500; Summerland, 2,000 
Trail. 4,500; Vernon, 4,500; Vancouver 
242,000; Victoria, 62,400.
Copies of the directory may be had 
on writing Wrigley Directories, Lim 
ited, 198 Hastings St., W., Vancouver, 
B.C.
Mr.and Mrs. J. Britton and daughter 
returned homo on Saturday lasit.
Mr. and Mrsl G. li. Watson return­
ed last week from an enjoyable motor 
trip down ^outh and to the Coast. 
Frank returned with them for a short 
vacation. >
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Hume and fami- 
y left on Thursday for a camping trip 
n the Revelstokc district.
EAST KELOWNA
REPORT FOR JUNE OF
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
Statistics Of Services Rendered By 
Miss M. R. McClung
TH E KELOWNA
Poultry Association
FLOUR AND FEED STORE  
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
Prices are going up, and seem 
likely to keep going, but here is 
the place where overhead char­
ges are low, and goods are sold 
at the smallest possible margin 
of profit. We have just receiVT
-  J  _ 1 - ____ ______r t f  « n t i red a lai;gc consignment of “Our 
Best*' Flour—the popular fav­
orite.
We are well stocked with BRAN 
and SHORTS. There must be an 
advance in prices v«ry shortly. Buy 
before it comes.
Store open Saturday night
EASY ACCESS CAUSE
OF MENACE TO FORESTS
The question has been asked why 
with elaborate fire prevention services 
forest conflagrations are not put- out 
of business.
The Canadian Forestry Association 
answers that the reason is because the 
public menace is desperately hard to 
catch up with. The first business of a 
fire ranger is not to watch the forest, 
but to watch the people. More people 
are entering the woods than ever be 
fore. This is partly the result of con 
venient roads and a multiplicity o 
automobiles. The Forest Services arc 
doing splendid worl^ and discover and 
extinguish thousands of fires that arc 
never heard of by the general public.
Public Nursing Service, Kelowna 
Total number of visits made, 120 
Instructive: prena^l, 2; child .welfare, 
13; others, 10. Non-nursing: co-opera­
tive, 25; collection, 3; others, 5. Nurs­
ing: maternity, 12; infants of maternity, 
20. Other medical: 24. Social Service, 
6.
Other Classifications 
Confinements, 1; operations, 2; free 
cases, 2; full pay, 3. Fees collected, 
$2.90. Phone calls, ,79. Donations other 
than cash, two.
Child Welfare Clinics 
Number held, 1; a'ttendance, 18; new 
patients, 8; new infants, 3; new older 
children, 5; cases carried forward, 185 
Social Service 
Number of visits made: homes, 6; 
meetings attended, 7 ; talks given, 1; 
supplies loaned, two cases; layette pat 
terns supplied, three.
'  Public Health Service 
Rutland Public and High School 
Number of visits made, 2; children in­
spected, SO; children weighed and mea­
sured, 104; health talks given, 2; home 
school visits made, 2; phone calls, 2.
Glcnmorc Public School.—Number 
of visits made, 1; children inspected, 
23; old defects found improved, 1; 
health talks given, 2; minor treatments, 
1; phone calls, 1; number of children 
weighed and measured. 23.
Social news is a scarce commodity 
these days when it is all work and no 
play for all concerned in the fruit gro­
wing industry. The main topic of con 
versation is the likelihood of good, re­
turns and the size of the crops. The 
apple has always stood as the symbo 
of discord, and there are many discords 
wlien the returns come in.
Our correspondent has been asket 
to publish the financial success of the 
recent concert given by, the Cubs when 
the splendid sum of $65.35 was realized, 
half of which will go towards the Ciibs 
Club and the remainder is to be divid­
ed between the Girl Guides and Brow 
nies.'
Some of our local football en­
thusiasts are going to Merritt with the 
Kelowna footballers this week-end, and 
they hope to return with the cup. The 
energetic rooters are likely to return 
with strained vocal cords. The team 
and their supporters will leave by car 
on Sunday morning, hoping to return 
oh Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Moore, of South 
Kelowna, have just returned home af­
ter adventuring in their car for a week 
as far north as Merritt and beyond 
to other towns. They took a round trip, 
returning through Keremeos and Pen­
ticton. They had many pleasant anc 
exciting experiences. One unpleasant 
incident occurred beyond Kamlopps, 
when they were caught in a cloudburst 
on a lonely road and were in danger 
of being washed away.  ̂in the flood.
A new packing house has been erec 
ted near the bunk house in South Kel­
owna for the convenience o f  the As­
sociated Growers there. The. East Ke 
lowna'bunk house has been opened for 
the "season and Mrs. BrOwn is the ma 
tron in charge.
Mr. and Mrs, Alex Kinncar have ar­
rived home and arc flow located on
the MacLcay ranch.
Mr. J. N. CushiUg, with Mr. Stuart 
and Mr. "Pat" Sorcl, spent the week­
end at Mabel Lake on a fishing trip.
Mr. Harold Atkin has returned home 
from the Coast.
Roy Hunt had the misfortune to frac 
turc his wrist early Tuesday morning 
when cranking the car.
’’
The adjourned meeting of the Glen 
more Fruit Growers’ Association was 
held on Monday evening, Mr. R. A. 
Drysdalc presiding. There was a good 
attendance, several ladies being« pre 
sent. '
Major McDonald was the first spea­
ker. He said that, with Mr. Groves 
and Mr. 'W . R. Reed, he had revised 
the estimates of future expenses and 
there was little difference .from prev 
ious estimates. , The estimates were 
based on thie assumption that the Fc-; 
clestone, Slough proposition would be 
put through. ' ;
Mr. Groves gave a comparison of 
costs <Jf the Kootqnay Power system 
for this proposition and the hydro-el 
ectric. The Trustees were asked to 
give their ideas on the subject. Others 
also expressed opinions or asked for 
information. It, was; felt that although 
the Water Trustees are the only ones 
who c?n and should decide, expression 
of opinion in open meeting is always a 
right attitude. Even then a right judg­
ment can only be given by the men 
with the data right in front of them.
Before the meeting closed Captain 
Jervis asked that Glenmore; should put 
on an exhibit at the Fall Fair, and a 
motion was passed-to that effect, the 
matter being left in^he capable hands 
of Mr. J. Britton with > a committee. 
We would appeal to all growers to sup­
port them. I t  is not right to expect a 
few who are just as busy as others to 
do it. Each individual rancher can 
set aside something for the exhibit an,d. 
uphold-iitL,every way those who have 
taken on the responsibility.
The next meeting will, be held on 
September 8th. Will growers remem­
ber the date?
JU S T  A REM IN D ER
Have you looked ovor your Picking Bags and 
Ladders
IF NOT. NOW  IS TH E TIME.
iWc have a, good stock o f , 
BAGS, BUCKETS and LADDURS.
Complete Line of
FLOUR, FEED, POULTRY SUPPLIES, HAY, STRAV/ 
GASOLINE OILS
KaOWHA SBOWEBS' ( X O a iiE
Phono 29
V Free City DoUv<sry.
Wc keep open Saturday nights.
Freo Air Service.
rm >,n iT7t > ‘ i.M'' V .1:’ I > :
f u m n d s
MMit' ■ ̂
At the EMPRESS, Wednesday and Thursday, September 3 and 4 -
Testing And Cleaning Spark Plugs
If you find a spark plug badly foul­
ed with oil, first test the compression 
of that cyclinder. This will tell you 
if the valves are doing their work. Then 
se^ if a good hot spark will jump to the 
plug terminal wh^n you hold the sp^ark 
plug wire about a quarter of an inch 
from it while the engine is running, 
You are likely to receive some shocks 
while doingJhis, . but it is the only re­
liable way to test the ignition system.
To clean spark plugs, soak them in 
a mixture of alcohol' and kerosene over 
night. Then in the morning the carbon 
can be wiped off with a clean:rag. Be­
cause of the highly glazed surface of 
the plugs, emery cloth or sandpaper 
should never be used. When the glaz­
ed surface becomesToughened, the plug, 





“Pacific Milk is the only 
economical milk sold,'* writes 
Mrs. Florence Emery, 230 
2nd Ave. North,' Saskatoon, 
Sask. “It best meets the daily 
need for milk or cream at any 
time. I have even made it in­
to ice cream*” Any one who: 
manufactures a food product 
is always delighted to find it 
giving satisfaction.; ,
After Each 1,000 Miles
POW ER DEVELOPMENT
AND ITS APPLICATION
The Latter Requires By Far the (great­
er Amount Of Capital And Labour
Gaskets Must Be Good
In order to secure a liquid or gas- 
tight joint, even between flat accurately 
machined or ground surfaces that are 
fastened together, a packing of com­
pressible material must be used be­
tween them which, when the surfaces 
are drawn together by bolts or other 
means of fastening, will distort to con- 
Jorm to the slight irregularities that 
may exist and thUs ■ secure a leakless 
contact. If the gasket material does 
not yield to the irrcgularites of the sur­
face in contact with it, it cannot seal 
the joint. Owing to the necessity of 
using compressible material, it usually 
becomes necessary to replace them 
when removed. Their replacement is 
thus frequently required and evasive 
trouble is often caused by new gaskets 
which blow out due to defective instal­
lation.
A new pumping plant has been ord­
ered by the Coldstream Municipal 
Council, which, it is expected, will be 
hble to prevent a recurrence of this 
year’s shortage of irrigation water.
The distinction between water-pow­
er development and its application, that 
is in irivestmeut, employment, and 
wages, is not generally realized, impor­
tant as it is to a country like Canada 
which possesses such large resources in 
water-power. Development covers 
building of the power plant, transmis­
sion, of the energy, and its distribution 
in cities and towns. Application in­
volves the installation of wiring and 
appliances in houses and buildings, the 
building, and electrical equipment of 
factories, mines and other industries 
and many miscellaneous uses.
A special study of the ultimate in­
vestment made and employment fur­
nished was recently made in the United 
States by a census of actual under­
takings and districts. It was assumed 
that there is gradually extending de­
velopment and that the employment is 
that for operation of the plant, fac- 
torie, etc., not that for construction of 
the power plant. The results may be 
summarized thus;—
Per 1,000 H.P.
Total investment, $1,861,000; total 
number of epiployees, 385.
. Development Application 
Investment .... $250,000 $1,611,000 
Per cent of total 13.4 86.6
Employees —— 8-6 376.4
Per cent of total 2.2 97.8
It win be seen that the investment 
and employment due to the develop­
ment itself, which is all that is usually 
considered, is but a trifle compared 
with the investment and employment 
due to the application of the power 
when produced and distributed.—Nat­
ural Resources, Canada.
Lubricate steering gear, universal 
joints and brake linkages. ^
Tighten bolts and nuts^ such as 
spring clips and,body bolts, and replace 
missing cotter pins.
Wipe out collection of carbon dust 
in the ignition distributor and care­
fully, oil the circuit breaker directly 
beneath. •
Tighten or replace worn clips on dC' 
mountable rims, and have badly worn 
or cut tires replaced, as they may blow 
out and cause a  bad skid.
Pacific Milk Go., Limited
Head Office: Vancouver, B,G. 
Factories at Ladner, and Abbotsford, B.C
AUenON SALE
I t  has been given out by Hon. W. 
H, Sutherland, Minister of Public 
Works, that bids will , shortly be called 
for the construction of such portions of 
“the “missing link” in the Trans-Prov­
incial Highway as can be economically 
built this season.
CANADA HAS IMMENSE
RESOURCES IN  COAL
Surveys Indicate That Possibility : Of 
Exhaustion Of Supplies Is Remote
5 very fine Can>et Squares. 
Rt
Reforestation In Sweden
It has been stated that Sweden makes 
every lumberman plant as many trees 
as he cuts, but this is not what is actu­
ally done. Sweden makes it obligatory 
to have every square mile reproduce as 
good a forest as was cut down by the 
loggers. This is not usually done by 
planting, but'^,cutting, is so conducted 
that an area is reseeded by Nature, art­
ificial planUng ,being occasionally em­
ployed to supplement the process.
Attention was directed during recent 
scientific gatherings in England to the 
possibility that the coal resources of 
the British Empire may be exhausted 
within a few^centurles. So far as Can­
ada is concerned, such a contingency 
seems to be remote. For many years 
the Canadian Geological Survey has 
been investigating the coal fields of the 
’̂ Dominion and it has been estimated 
that the reserve of coal amounts to 
more than 1,000,000,000.000 tons largely 
lignite, but including over 250,000,000*- 
000 tons of bituminous coal. Though 
the greater part of the various coal 
fields has been studied in a general 
way, yet their extent is so great that 
detailed investigations by the Gcolo 
gical Survey have been limited to a re­
latively small part of the whole. The 
great extent of the Canadian coal fields 
fis apparent, when it is realized that 
basins of coal-bearing strata extend 
almost continuously for a length of 700 
miles within the eastern part of the 
Rocky Mountains an^ adjoining foot­
hills. The coals of this region are larg­
ely bituminous or semi-anthracite, and 
Scams ten to fifteen feet in thickness' 
are common. In addition, thousands 
of square miles of the prairie country 
pf Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manit­
oba arc . underlain by strata holding 
workable seams of ligi^lte and bitum­
inous coals, and important coal fields 
occur in British Columbia both in the 
Interior and on the Pacific coa.st, while 
highly developed coal fields occur, in 
the East in Nova Scotia and New 
-Brunswick, in some cases at tide water. 
—Natural Resources. O ^ada.
•ts*
SATURDAY EVENING, SEPT 6th
Having received instructions from 
Miss BATCHELOR and Miss CAMP­
BELL, I will sell without reserve at 
KERR’S NEW AUCTION ROOM
(Pendozi Street)
all of the Furpiture and Household Ef­
fects from their respective homes as 
follows in part.' . ^
1 Mason & Risch Piano, mahogany 
case, nearly hew. / r* j
1 Mahogany Antique Mifror and Stand. 
1 Solid Mahogany Antique Dresser.
1 Mahogany Side Table. ,
Book Case and Books. , * ■'
8 Rattan and Wicker Rockers and Arm 
Chairs.
4 fancy Floor ugs. ,
Centre Tables in oak, and wicker. 
Draperies. Large Mirror.
Dining Table and Chairs. Buffet. 
2 Electric Reading Lamps.
Congoleum Rugs.
I Cabinet Sewing Machine (new).
}  best Double Beds, Springs and Mat- 
tresses*
4 best Single Beds, Springs and Mat­
tresses.
5 Dressers in oak and white enamel. 
Lot Wool Blankets, Sheets, Bed Cov­
ers, etc. —
1 Lady’s Bicycle. 3 Steel Ranges.
2 Wringers. 20 doz. Sealers( all sizes). 
Aluminum Ware, Granite Ware. Croc­
kery and Glass Ware, and all kinds 
of Kitchen Utensils.
Also the foJUowing sent iti for sale.
1 Team of Bay Work Horses, 7 and 8 
years, about 1,200 or. 1,300 lbs., 
good workers and drivers.
1 Bay Saddle Horse.
I Set Double Harness (nearly new).
1 Oliver 12-inch Walking Plow.
1 Cultivator.







Don’t  forget that the Sals vnlTbe held 
in the evening and in KERR S . NEW  
BLOCK, and also that cverythmg goes 
without reserve.
Sale at 7 p.m.




For The Week E ^ n g  Aug. 23, 1924
■ 1924
11 9
Mixed Fruit & Vegetables 40 30
9 0
' V 60 39
THURSDAY, AUQU3X 20,1924. THE RELOWHA COURIER AHD OEAHAOAN ORCHARDXST PACE t h e r e
<
^ M U T U A L  L I F E
OF CANADA : WATERLOO, ONT.
^HE remarkable growth of this company 
IS shown by the increase iî  the ainotint 
of its assets. In 1870 Mutual assets 
totalled $6,216.33. , In 1900 the figures 
showed assets of a little over five million 
dollars. At the present time Mutdal 
I Assets amount to nearly 60 millions of 
dollars, including special reserves and' 
surplus funds amounting to $7,892,060,
Mutual Life Insurance is sound in 
pnnciple, and it has proved itself no less 
sound in practice.
We'll be glad to send you our book­
let, VThe Story of the Mutual 












O U R  S E R V I C E
Covers the Gleaning, Dyeing and Repairing of garments of all kinds. 
Consult Us. Price List and Information upon Request.
^  and Information on Request.
“ RELIABLE—THAT’S A L L ”




h e  merchant who fails to “speak up” 
lets a lot of golden sales slip past 
his store. This lost business goes either 
. to his competitor down street or, by the 
mail order route, to the big city store.
People are often surprised to find that.the, 
goods they bought “untight unseen” from 
a catalogue can be seen and examined in 
the local store! *
Tell your buying public what you have.
A d v e r t i s i n g  in “t h e  k e l o w n a
COURIER” will invite the whole com­
munity to your store. And—
MOST FOLKS SHOP WHERE 
THEY ARE INVITED TO SHOP
Issued by Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association. 
Head Office: Toronto, Canada.
MANY MISHAPS IN
FILM ING “THE VIRGINIAN”
i Hazardous Feats Dared For Realistic 
Effects In  Picturizing Owen Wis- 
ter'a Fiction Mdaterpieco
Actors, risking life and limb and even 
death in the: taking of realistic scenes 
of a big picture, pass through exciting 
moments registered by the camera but 
never shown to the public, according 
to Tom Fprman; who filmed the screen 
rendering of “The' Virginian,” which 
will be shown at the Empress Theatre 
on Monday and Tuesday, Scptchibcr 
1st and 2nd. Hazardous feats mean 
numerous failures before they arc per­
formed in a manner suitable for ' the 
public eye, and it is in the failures' that 
the actors have the narrow escapes.
‘ 'Here arc' a few ’ “exciting .moments” 
jn the making of “The Virginian” that 
proved a trifle more than exciting to 
the participants: , i ‘ : -
. Kenneth Harlan shot himself accid' 
ehtally during the street duel scene, in 
which, iis the Virginian, he kills “Tra- 
mpas,” a cattle rustler. ; Production 
was haltcd for a week { '̂ending his re 
cbvery. 'Harlan also received a duck­
ing in a rushing mountain torrent 
when his horse stumbled and fell.
Florence * Vidor narrowly missed 
death, when, as "Molly Wood,” she, 
took the ride in the old stage coach 
driyen .by a “drunken” cowboy. One 
of the wheel horses, fell in a'dash to 
a dangerous ford, injuring' the horjse 
and nearly upsetting the vehicle. Dir­
ector Forman would not allow her to 
ride in a second trial trip and this 
time the coach did overturn. On the 
third attempt Miss Vidor and the stage 
got through the scene without mishap.
Tom Forman passed through all 
perils unscathed only to fall a victim 
to a small thorn, which penetrated 
his arm , and caused blood poison.
Russell Simpson, miscalculating the 
time of his horse's fall in a scene which 
shows him escaping from a posse, was 
thrown headlong, luckily escaping with 
whole bones.
Pat O’Malley and Bertram Hadley, 
while rehearsing a scene in -which a 
posse administers justice to two cattle 
rustlers via the .hangman's noose, were 
almost strangled when their horses un­
expectedly jumped. Cowboys caught 
the men swinging in the air in time to 
prevent a real tragedy.
Harry Perry, head cameraman, was 
knocked down by a runaway horse, but 
suffered nothing more'serious than the 
loss of a dozen camera plates.
Members of the company frequently 
lost their way, while riding through 
the wild country to distant locations, 
but all were supplied with revolvers 
and shots Usually brought searching 
parties. *
Company Camped In Wilderness 
Filming a picture in the primitive 
cattle' country—the one remaining 
stronghold of the cowpuncher that 
Owen Wister has immortalized—has 
its handicaps as well as its advantages.
In the great cup in the mountains, a 
wildly beautiful spot in the high Sierras 
almost untouched by the hand of civ­
ilization, where “The Virginian” was 
/limed, neither automobile nor loco­
motive has ever been seen, and ninety 
tons of supplies, including materials, 
food and equipment, were carried in on 
the backs of mules, of which fifty 
were constantly employed in packing 
to the camp, an eight-hour journey 
from the end of the wagon road. Two 
of the animals met death by falling 
off the narrow trail.
A mountain village was built by Dir­
ector Tom Forman, who had absolute 
dictatorship over its three hundred in­
habitants. The mountain air created 
vigorous appetites and large quantit­
ies of provisions were needed to satis­
fy the hunger of the performers during 
their stay of six weeks in camp. When 
they had mountain trout for breakfast, 
fifteen hundred fish weire required. 
When lamb stew w as'on the bill of 
fare, it took three lambs to fill the 
kettles. Fifty fat steers were slaught­
ered and eaten, a slaughter-house being 
built and expert butchers employed. 
By the way, black bears raided the 
camp larder on two occasions 1 
Much hard riding was necessary. 
Florence Vidor, who plays “Molly 
Wood,” rode more than one thousand 
miles on horseback, while the horse­
men in camp, including actors and 
cowboys, covered an aggregate aver­
age of a thousand miles a day during 
the period of encampment.
Fifty cowboys employed in making 
the picture were real “punchers” who 
have been engaged in herding cattle 
in the mountains from five to twenty 
years.
RED AND W H ITE PRINTED 












Silk in a gay red and white print 
makes the youthful frock, shown here.
The tiers are finely, pleated, and in-;’ 
stead of extending all around the dress, 
they are placed at the sides only. _ In 
this way they remain free from wrink­
les, no matter how much the dress is 
worn.
The little collar is of ecru batiste 
with an interesting eyelet design to add 
daintiness. ' .
1? 1? bottleI ; aVU/Ii/  ' See coupoa below
M a k e  y o u r  h a i r
■V. .
b e a i u t i f u l
witti this shampoo
Y<ou know women whose hair is always 
beautiful — no matter how plainly ai  ̂
ranged. Think for a moment and you will 
agree that this beauty lies altogether .ip 
softness, the healthy gleam of natural color.
That is something every girl and woman 
can have. By. simple care in shampooing. 
This way recommended by authorities.
Now you c ^  test it at our expense..
Use an olhre oil shampoo. Tt never 
leaves hair dull, brittle, d’eadriooking. :
Because it cleans mildly, yet thoroughly, 
each hair, down to the tiny sc^p. pore^ > 
Leaves scalp and hair: healthily clean.
■ I
Ah Hie lovely natural lights and glint? 
of. color are brought out. Your hair is 
silken soft, pliant, with that lovely sheen.
Use olive oil in its dainty, modern form 
for the hair — as blended in Palmolive 
Shampoo. Not-the least bit oily. And it 
has the additional advantage of economy.
Get free 15c trial bottle. Simply send 
doupon.
And see how delightfully the first sham­
poo improves your hair.
PALM OLIVE




AU Canadian Entries Will Be Received 
By The Fruit Branch, Departinent 
Of Agriculture, Ottawa
There wilt be no Fall Fair at Salmon 
Arm this year.
As previously announced, the Imper­
ial Fruit Show, 1924, will' be held at 
Bingley Hall, Birmingham, from Oct­
ober 24th to November 1st. A supply 
of schedules of classes and prizes and 
of entry forms has been received at the 
Fruit Branch, Department of Agricul­
ture, .Ottawa, and- copies are now a- 
vailable upon request.
The same arrangements as last year 
will' be followed and the Fruit Branch 
will receive all entries and. collect all 
entry fees for the British Empire and 
Overseas classes. All entry /orms, ac­
companied by fees, for the competitive 
classes must be sent to the Imperial 
Exhibition Department, Fruit Branch, 
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, 
marked “Imperial Fruit Show,” on or 
before September 2Sth.
Corhpetitors will be supplied by the 
Fruit Branch with identification labels, 
which must be attached one to the ex­
terior and one to the inferior of the 
package. The opening side of boxes 
must be clearly indicated. In the case 
of exhibits for the “Any Other Vari­
ety’' classes, the name of the variety 
must-be given on this label.
All exhibits must be addressed to the 
Secretary, Imperial Fruit Show, Bing­
ley Hall, Birmihgham, England, and, 
in the case of the. Overseas and British 
Empire Sections, must be delivered on 
or before October 20th, after which 
date no exhibit will be admitted under 
any circumstances. The Committee 
will' receive each exhibit from the ex­
hibitor or railway company and will be 
responsible for the staging. After de­
livery to the show authorities, exhibits 
must not be touched by the exhibitor 
or any one acting on his behalf until 
after judging shall have been complet­
ed. .
The Committee propose to accept the 
classification of apples as dessert or 
cooking for Canadian apples, as given 
in the book “Apples of New York.”
All competitive exhibits of fruit (ex­
cept in those packages taken over as 
mentioned in the next paragraph) will
TH E PALMOLIVE COMPANY QF CANADA, U M ITED
Toronto, Ont. f .
2481
15c TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
I IFllI in and postto  the Palmolive Co. of' 




Positively the be^ 
tires at any pricie
H O I D E N
Made by Am^ Holden Tire & Rubber Go. Limlted, Kitchener, Oat*
Test th em w ith  any other tires u n d er xmy 
condition and
10
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A SURVEY O P CANADIAN WHEAT PRICES IN TH E LAST DECAd E  
The recen t Jump in  the  price of w heat has focussed the  eyes of all Canadians In particu lar, on the 
crop situa tion  In W estern Canada. From  the  Inform atlbn available It appears th a t  th.e Canadian W est 
.'Will see a  reasonably good crop. As th is  d iagram  Indicates I t w ill be m a rk e te d 'a t  a  much b e tte r figure 
th a n  has been paid for No. 1 N orthern  since 1921.
be offered for sale by auction, and the 
proceeds of any such sales will be re­
mitted to the exhibitors, less ten per 
cent, which. will be deducted by the 
Committee for overhead expenses, but 
each exhibitor may put a reserve price 
on his exhibit, provided that, if such 
fruit remains unsold, ten per cent of 
the reserve price shall be paid to the 
Committee.
In the case of the packages of fruit 
which in certain classes will be turned 
out by the judges, these will be taken 
over by the Committee for sale. For 
this fruit exhibitors will receive prices 
equivalent to those obtained for the 
exhibits when sold by auction or,, if 
unsold, equivalent to the highest price 
bid.
The following points are provided 




Height of fruit at ends
of box ........... ..........
Alignment —............. •
Solidity or compactness——. 
Neatness in wrapping ......
30 30
Fruit—
Best commercial size TO 10
Colour......—.... .......—............   20 10
Uniformity of colour &: size IS IS
Condition—freedom from 
bruise and blemish,. and 
skin quality, finish ............ IS 2S
Edible quality ....................   10 10
100 100
The following standards of perfect­
ion are laid down as a guidance to 
competitors :-T-
Attractiveness arid Style 
The general impression should be 
one of evenness, neatness and-uniform­
ity. The package should be clean, 
strong and jiroperly put together, and 
the lining paper clean and neat.
The best commercial sizes in boxes 
are as follows:— Cox's Orange, ISO- 
22S; Dessert, 1S0-17S; Culinary, 80-120, 
Colour, Finish and Skin Quality 
Full points will be given for the best 
colour. In the case of cooking apples, 
some markets prefer green and some 
red, so that no preference will be giv­
en to cither colour so long as it is at­
tractive. Bramley's Seedling, of a good 
green colour, will receive as many 
points as the same variety of a good 
red colour. The finish should be per­
fect and the skin clear and free from 
roughness and spots.
Condition
The apples should be firm and mat­
ure. ' ■
Freedom From Blemishes
Injuries, such as hail marks, box 
marks, punctures of the skin, etc., if 
slight, will not be penalized as heavily 
as blemishes in (̂ hc form of insect or 
fungus disease. Bitter Pit, Water Core 
and bruising.
Edible Qualjty
In the case of classes for one variety 
only, this need not be taken into ac­
count, and full marks will be awarded 
in every case. In classes for any other 
variety, edible quality should be taken 
into account.
Dr. A. W. Borthwick, a,member of 
the British Association for the Ad­
vancement of Science, _ predicts that 
B.C. Douglas fir and Sitka spruce will 
eventually prove the salvation of the 
forests of Southern Europe. Last year 
ten million seedlings were produced in 
England alone from seed imported 
from this province and immense quant­
ities of the same species were raised 
also in Southern European countries, 
the forests of which have become de­
pleted, or partially so.
. On Sept 4tli the ratepayers of Arrn- 
strong will vote on the qiicstibn of 
whether the ncccs.sary fmids will be 
borrowed hy an issue of dchcMiturcs for 
the purpose of providing a public 
swimming hath in that city,
a
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OR, J .  W. H. SHEPHERD
d e n t is t
c o t.  P«ndoai St. & Lawrence Avo.
BURNE & WEDDELL
Barrletcr. Solicitor# and 
Notarie# I^bUc
r  r  Weddell " , John F. Burne
^(gSbll5hcTl903)  ̂
KELOWHAi, B.C. :;.,;V.
NORRIS &  MgWILLIAMS
BARRIStERS, so l ic it o r s .
n o t a r i e s  PUBLIC
(Succcsoors'to R* B. Kerr) : i
Rowcirwo Block. Kelowna, B.C.
RITCHIE & SHAW
b a r r is t e r s .  SOLICITORS,
n o t a r ie s  p u b l ic
WllSte Block Kelowna, B.C.
H ER BER T V. CRAIG
8 b L « f N K » L I C
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam- 
, . loops), '
triT.T.GiWNA - B. C. ,
MRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher o£ Pianoforte and Tbeorj^ 
Studio: Comer of ^ 4Harvey Ave. Phone 22S'?L3, r .u .c v ‘t
B , F .  BOYCE, M .D.
Physician and 
Surgeon
Office in Residence, Bernard Aye.
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. Q. SCOTT, Proprietor 
’Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNO N GRANITE &
V MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombsi^nes and
' General Cemetery Work -
Designs and Prices may be ob- 
•S n ed  from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . GROVES
' M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting. Civil ?"«
Engineer. B. C* Land Suwey
8urve.TR and Re,mrl3Appllcatlonn for Water L.icense8
. KELOW NA. B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDQUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND  
CIVIL ENG INEERS / 




Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D.. Chapman Barn
’Phone 298
GROWERS, ATTENTION!
We will sell your fruit and vegeta­
bles for ten per 
them outright. TRY US. ,
, LANGSTAFF LIMITED
Moose Jaw. Sask. 46-9p
T H E  CORPORATION OF TH E  
CITY OF KELOW NA
T A X  SALE NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that I shall, 
on the Second day of September, 1924, 
at the Council Chamber, Kelowna, B. 
C,. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, offer 
for sale by public auction all and every 
parcel of land gnd iipproycments there­
on within the City of. p lo w n a , the 
taxes upbti which are dehnciuent-
P. T. DUNN, , : 
Collector for the Municip^ity; 
of The Corporation of the City' 
of Kelowna.
Kelowna, B. X .. -
August 12th, ,1924. 52-3c





cannot be eliminated by mere ordin­
ary mechanics. You get the services 
of a skilled electrician here a t the
firicc you will hi^ve to pay for infer- or services elsewhere. W  confine 
our work to, this one line and for 
that reason are able to give _you 
efficient, results. ,/We arc ignition 
and lighting spccialicits. < \ 
W e carry a full line of ignition 
parts. '







b o d y ,
builder I esA
GOOD FO O D is a real necessity in 
order to maintain good health. 
SU T H E R LA N D ’S White^Breirf is 
enjoyed by an. ever, increasing circle
of 'patrons who recognize its true 
healthfid ' “  ‘ -  - -*value. Others find Bread 
satisfaction in the Brown Loaf 
which in addition to the full, natural 
value of the whole wheat betry, con­
tains the rougher flakra of bran so 
essential an aid;, to digestion.
Have you, reader, experienced the
healthful and appetizing proiierties 
of our Bread? If not, determine to
do so right away.
PH O N E  121
Sutherland’s Bakery
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
THE NEW EST IN
Butterfly W ing  
Jewelery
W e have just received a ship­
ment from the Old Country, and 
arc especially proud of the Dutch 
and Wedgewood designs, Sterr 




Brooches from $2.00 upwards 
Rings from .... $3.50 upwards 
Pendants from $3.75 upwards 
Very smart summer decorations.
THE i d e a l
Summer Fuel
BOX CUTTINGS ^ 2  2 5
per Ibiad, delivered'
P H O N E  312
S. M. SIMPSON, LTD.
BULGE PACK CONDEM NED
BY MR. DEHART
(Continued from page 1>
(Copy)
Gerald Da Costa,
Fruit; and Produce Brokers 
Floral Hall, Covent Garden, 
London, W.C. 2. 
4th July, 1924.
Gerald Da Costa 
Capt. Richard Da Costa.
Mr. F. R. E. De Hart,
Fruit Section,
Canadian Pavilion,
British Empire Exhibition, 
Wembley.
Dear Mr. De Hart,
I wish to thank you for the opport­
unity of inspecting the British Colum­
bian applet at the Exhibition to-day.
In, my ;opinion the Newtowns, Wine- 
saps, Spitzenbergs and some of the 
cases of Delicious arc undoubtedly the 
finest fruit I have ever yet sccti from 




Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE. ,
: Circulation, 1,200
MARRIAGES
SUBSCRIPTIO N RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries, 
$3.00 per year.
The COURIER ddcs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article. ' .
To ensure acceptance,' all manuscript 
should he Icgibily written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to <thc editor, will not be ac­
cepted for publication over a "nom 
dc plume''; the writer's correct name 
must bo appended. •
ContHbuted ‘ matter received after 
Wednesday noon will not be pub­
lished uhtil the following week.
An interesting vlcdding took place 
at the Anglican Church on Monday, 
when the Vcn. Archdeacon Greene un­
ited, in marriage Mr. James Roy W il­
son, of Armstrong, son of Mr, an.d 
Mrs. James A. Wilson, of Lucknow, 
Ont., and Miss Mildred Sybil Cecilia 
Barnes,, daughter of Chief of Police A. 
Barnes, of Armstrong, and Mrs. 
Barnes. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson left pn 
Tuesday for Armstrong, where they 
will reside, '
TH URSDAY, AUG UST 28. 1924.
A marriage of interest to many peo­
ple in this district took place at Win­
field today, ithc contracting parties be­
ing Mr. Cyril Charles Weddell, of Joe 
Rich, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. Wed­
dell, of Kelowna, and Mis,s Mary Mar­
garet Shanks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
E. C. Shanks, of Winfield. The Rev. 
A. lIlacLurg officiated, this ceremony 
taking place at the residence of the 
bride's parents. Miss Florence CHffc, 
of Courtenay, acted as bridesmaid an4 
Mr. Alwyn D. Weddell, brother of the
,in which you have kept the fruit in groom, as best man. 
such perfect state, so long after pick 
ing, and' congratulate you on the sue 
cess you have attained.
Mr. William James Bennett and Mrs. 
Hannah G. M. S. Harvey were quietly 
r f c T s : “ "B titish ,C o.u.bian - - l e d  at S . Michac. 8. A« A„ge,a'
apples eoald be delivered In England by tbe Ven. Areb-
deacon Greene.regularly in a like condition, your 
growers would have no cause to com­
plain of the prices realised.
Sincerely yours,




Fruit and Produce Brokers 
Floral Hall, Covent Garden,
‘ London, W.C. 2. 
9th July. 1924. 
Gdrald Da Costa . • .
Capt. idehard Da Costa.
Mr. F. R. E. De Hart,
Fruit Section,
Canadian Pavilion,
British Empire Exhibition, 
Wembley.
Dear Mr. De Hart,
We have now arranged a very attrac­
tive display of the apples you forward­
ed us, in our window, at Central Aven­
ue. As we anticipated, they have creat­
ed a vast amount of interest throughout 
the market, and all salesmen have ex­
pressed their astonishment at such a 
magnificent display of friiit so long 
after picking and packing. ,
In the course of the next few days 
we shall be forwarding you letters from 
various merchants interested. In the 
meantime, if you care to see the dis 
play yourself during the week, kindly 
let us know date and time, .
After next Wednesday we propose 
sending the box of apples for similar 
display purposes at our Hull branch 
and afterwards at Liverpool. Have we 
your permission to do this, please?
, Sincerely yours,
(Sgd.) GERALD DA COSTA
The school holidays are nearly over, 
and the children are naturally looking 
forward to resuming their studies. At 
least some, and we think the majority, 
are. The new school year starts next 
Tuesday, Sept. 2nd, when a few fam­
iliar faces will be missed and a number 
of new scholars will take their places. 
There will be two new teachers, Mr. 
N. S. Maynard taking charge of Grad­
es V, VI and'VII, while Miss Wilson, 
who has been teaching at Cawston, in 
the Similkameen, will teach the prim­
ary classes in place of Mrs. Fisher.
Sports are being encouraged, as the 
sum of $50 was allotted at the recent 
school meeting for the purchase of 
sports supplies. More swings are be­
ing provided'for the use of thC' smaller 
boys.
The school grounds are presenting 
a pleasing appearance at present. A 
number of beautiful gladioli are in 
bloom, while the monument is sur­
rounded with charming annuals.
Mr; A. W . Gray has been appointed 
one of the Dominion Fruit Inspectors 
for Kelowna, and is a busy man these 
days. Congratulations, Arthur!
Mrs. Robert Gumming and children 
have arrived home after a pleasant holi­
day in visiting her sister, Mrs. L. E. 
Towers, at Tacoma, Wash.
(Copy) ,
Charles Kauffman,
, 44a & 44b, Floral Street, 
Cbvent Garden, London, W.C. 2.
18th July, 1924.
Mr. Gerald Da Costa,
Dear Sir,
We accepted the invitation.of Mes­
srs. Gerald Da Costa, to inspect a few 
cases of British Columbian apples that 
had been kept in :old storage for a 
period of 7 or 8 months.
We were agreeably surpised at the 
extraordinary good keeping quality of 
this fruit, both grading and condition 
being excellent and tlie packing reflects 
great credit on the shipper.
If this quality is maintained in the 
forthcorbing season, we are convinced 
it will meet a ready market at the top 
prices.
Yours faithfully, 
p.p. CHARLES KAUFFM AN,
« (Sgd.) H. W. Young.
A FRIEND OF TH E DOM INIONS
(Extract from “The Fruit-Grov/cr,’ 
London, England, a leading Journal of 
the British fruit trade.)
The Cold Storage of Apples 
The remarkable success of the Col­
onial Fruit Exhibits at Wembley, and 
particularly of apples, emphasises not 
only the possibilities but the v^ry es­
sential part which cold storage plays in 
the apple trade of this country.
The fine collection of British Colum­
bian apples which have been on show 
at Wembley since the opening of the 
Exhibition, are examples of fruit gath­
ered. in October and November last 
year, so that these had actually been in 
cold storage eight months or more, and 
show beyond all question that, provid­
ing the fruit is carefully handled in the 
initial stages and goes into store free 
from bruise or disease, the period over 
which they can be kept in perfect con­
dition exceeds all the ordinary require­
ments for the fresh fruit trade.
The British Columbian fruit, which 
comprises Newtowns, Spitzenbergs, 
Winesaps, Ganos, Winter Bananas, 
Rome Beauties and Ben Davis, were 
shipped to this country under the care 
of Mr. F. R. E. D eH art, of the British 
Columbian Government, and have been 
one qf the principal attractions in the 
Canadian Section. A display of some 
of the British Columbian apples from 
the Wembley collection has been made 
during the past week in the Central 
Avenue shop of Mr. Gerald Da Costa, 
Covent Garden, and, considering the
Lord Long, former Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, who moved a 
resolution in the House of Lords re­
gretting the decision of the British 
Government not to endorse the tariff 
preferences arrived, at by the Imperial 
Conference. This decision, the resolu­
tion said, “must seriously weaken the 
stability of Imperial trade relations and 
prejudice the unity of the Empire.” 
The resolution carried unanimously.
A Home-Made Knock Detector
An old baking powder can and a 
piece of 3-16 inch cold rolled steel or 
drill rod will make an excellent‘knock 
detector. The device is constructed by 
threading the rod at One end for about 
One inch, and then a Hole to receive the 
rod is drilled in the centre of the bot­
tom of the can. Thread a nut on the 
rod into the hole in the can and fasten 
into position with another washer and 
nut. Finally, solder the lid of the can 
; position and the device is complete. 
Holding the can against the car and the 
)d against the engine will permit the 




time that has elapsed since the gathcr- 
of the crop, the journey of 3,0Q6 
by refrigerator car across Canada, 
shipping across the Atlantic 2,300 
miles, the cold storage in this country 
until required for exhibition^ and the 
exposure of the fruit to view at the Ex­
hibition itself, the examples shown in 
Covent Garden were in really remark- 
fine condition; certainly a striking 








'‘ Where Cash Beats Credit”
Dry Goods, Men's and Boy's Dept. Phone 58 
Grocery Phone 35
GIRLS' APPAREL  
AND ACCESSOR- 
jlES AT LOWER  
PRICES.
Boys’, School Jerseys, SOc 
Made from fine cotton yarns, 
mcrccr finish; all
sizics
Boys’ all wool Jerseys, $1.45 
In . button on shoulder and V 
neck styles, fall 
weight, all sizes
Tweed Knickers aî d 
Blbomers, stoutly lined and 
well m ade,, usual pockets ' and '
l o t . ,  $1.75$2.50
Boys' Khaki Shirts, 95c 
Made with pocket and collar at­
tached. All sizes up to QjlT A
Boys’ Suspenders
Little gents’ Suspenders wifh lea­
ther ends, Brownie and 50c
Police; .... 2Sc, 35c and
Boys’ Boots for School Wear 
$2.75 pair
Boys'; brown canvas Oxfords and 
Boots, with leather soles and 
‘ rubber heels; leather reinfor­





Girls’ Serge Dresses 
Serviceable, and stylish , Frocks 
with pleated skirts,in -several 
styles, 1 sizes .up to ' 16 years., 
School Oi|)cning Prices:—
 ̂ $3.95, $4.95, $5.95 
Ribbed all wool worsted and hea­
vy, cotton ribbed Hose, rein­
forced  ̂and . seamless;' R  
per pair vWKi/,-
" Girls’ Handkerchiefs 
Girls’ colored border Handker­
chiefs, hemstitched, in fine 
lawn. School Open­
ing Price, 2 for .......
Hose Swporters, 29c
Girls’ Hose Supporters 
Elastic Web' with 'good ' ' 9 C |a  
stretch, all sizes, pair
Growing Czirls’ Oxfords an^ 
One-Strap Slipjpers, $2.45 pr. 
This ' is a wonderful line at the 
price. Your choice of patent 
leathers, hldck arid 4IJO A K  
hrown calf at, pair
Girls’ Canvas Oxfords, $1.75; 
■Girls’ hrown canvas  ̂Oxfords 
with {leather soles, suitable for.
school wear; $1.75
Special, per pair
H I N T S  F O R  W O M E N  
W h o  h a v e  a C oat or H a t to  B u y .
Many women find it necessary to buy their fall Coat 
and Hat early. W e have many of our best numbers 
in stock at the present time and you may choose 
now when stocks are at their best, and make a small 
deposit on the purchase price and we will set aside 
and you can take delivery at any future date ;that 
will be suitable for you.
W O M E N ’S  S H O E  S P E C IA L S  F O R  
S A T U R D A Y
Women’s Straps, Oxfords and Brogues—-Slater’s “In- 
victus” make, in patent suede, calf and kid leathers, 
perfect in style and workmanship; all (KPv Q K  
Goodyear welts; Saturday Special, pair w t fm v tP
S atu rd ay  H o siery  S p ecia l, $1.00 ..
Women’s Silk Hose, seamless feet, wide flare, garter 
tops; all shades and sizes 8J'̂  to 10; A G
EXTRA SPECIAL, per pair
K A Y S E R  S I L K  G L O V E S  
S p ec ia lly  P r iced
Kayser quality Silk Gloves, double tip s,, (BT 9 A
wrist lengthy special, pair ........................
Kayser quality Silk Gloves, double tips,
elbow length; special, pair ......... -......... 4 V
GROCERY SPECIALS
It will pay you to buy your Groceries at Fumerton’s 
Lower Prices with Free Delivery.
Medium sized tins Heinz baked beans; 1
SPECIAL, per tin ..................................
B. C. Tomato Soup, Special, 2 tins for ..... 25c
Large tins Pork and Beans: 25c
Large tins Pork and Beans; Special, . 25c a ton.
Large bottles Pan Yan Sauce; special ...................  35c
Large tin R. R. Salmon; special ...........-...........  22c
4-lb. pkts. California Seedless Raisins, choice
new goods. SPECIAL, per pkge. ...........
Clarke’s ready cooked meats; Special .................... 32c
Chase & Sanborn’s Best Coffee, per lb. ...........  45c.
Scribblers, ........................ ...................................  ̂ for 10c
FRESH FR U ITS and VEGETABLES ALW AYS 
IN STOCK.
yieJ tim o ttr
ASTERN CAP
-Itleads the%ld
MEN’S WEAR AT LOWER PRICES
W e have just received a new'shipment of EASTERN  
CAPS. All sizes and colors. Silk linedi ‘̂ ‘1 QCC 
SPECIAL .........  W
Men’s $6 and $6.50 Hats, $4.45
This is the real Wolthausen, made in Canada Hat, 
which includes the very newest shapes i]iA A K
and shades. SPECIAL ...........................
Men’s SOc and 40c Hose;
SPEC:iAL, 3 pairs for ....................... .
Men’s flannelette Night Shirts in a good quality flan­
nelette, extra roomy with double stitched (PO A  
seams. SPECIAL .....................................
Men’s Shirts, $1.50
Made of a strong haM wearing khaki duck cotton 
shirting material. Cut large and roomy across the 
chest and back; all sizes. $ 1 ^ A
, SPECIAL   .................... ...................... d J X .e lV ,
>T" 4) S ''
' . ' ' A' ' '  ' ' ' ' '
V ' ' '  ''T ' ' A '' tl
SAX-VING THE SUNKEN GERMAN FLEET AT SCAPA FLOW
Our photographB show a  deatroyer and a batUeshlp Just as they 
water. . They are entangled In sea-weed arid covered with rust. Note the diver about to descend.
t h e  CORPORATION OF T H E  
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE TENDERS FOR FARM LEASE Pound Notice





Notice is hereby given, under Scc- 
12, By-Law No. 4. of the Corpor- 
i of the District of Glcnmorc, that 
uut bay horse, branded W o” 
shoulder, with four white feet and white 
face; one bay horse, branded C 7 on 
left shoulder, were impounded m the 
Glcnmorc Pound on Aug. 24th, 1924, 
if not called for or redeemed on or 
„re Thursday, Sept. 4th, 1924, will 
sold at Public Auction on that date 
1 o’clock in front of the Pound.
J. N. CUSHING,





SEALED TENDERS, addressed to 
the undersigned, for a three-year lease 
(subject to sale) of the property known 
as the Christieii Ranch, situate near 
Kelowna, B.C., will be received up to 
September Fifteenth (15th), A.D. 1924; 
the highest or any tender not neces­
sarily accepted. ^
For full particulars apply to:—
C. H. JACKSON,
Agent for Land Scttlciricnt Board,
Kelowna, B.C. 
Dated August Uth, A.D.' 1924. 2-3c
I hereby give notice, under Section 
20 of the Pound District Act, that one 
roan gcldirig, branded E on right shoul­
der, was impounded in the Pound kept 
by the undersigned on the S.
Section 23, Township 26,. on the 25th 
day of August, 1924.
A. W. DALGLEISH,
2,2c Poundkeeper.
The B.C. Wool Growers Association 
is prepared co-operatively to handle 
all the wool it can obtain from B.C.
SUBSCRIBE TO T H E  C O U R IER ' points.
-SImF m m -
_  ̂ .̂..........
m 1
i i ' i




THUKSPAY, AUGUST 28, im . TUS KBLOWNA COUBI]SR AND OKANAGAN ORCHAKDIST PAGE FIVE
WANT ADS. Announcements
Firat iitocrtion; ' 15 cents per line; 
cadi lidditional inacrtion. 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per 
' Week, 30 cents.
In cotimating the cost of an adver'* 
tisement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each initial,
I abbreviation or group of figures not I telephone 89. 
exceeding five counts as one word, I tt
Fifteen cents per lino, each iiiser> 
tion; minimum chavgCf 30. cents. 
Count live words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than five hgures counts as 
word. ■
Local and Personal
'Miss Van .KIcek, of Vernon, ii a 
I guest at the. Palace.
bir. J. W. Rugglca, of Vancouver, is 
staying at the Lakeview.
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits' Block,
Mr. Fred V. Seibert, engineer to the I Great .preparations are being ,niade 
Natural Resources Intclligcntec Service,]by the Executive Committee of the 
Ottawa, spent part of last Saturday in] Kelowna Parent-Teacher Association 
the city gathering information for his I for a garden party and fete which will 
Department and was. shown round by | inaugurate this season's activities of 
Mrj. W. Crawford. j that organization. A really first-class
, . programme has been arranged which
Mr. and Mrs. Claude i»hilImgford^;j, children’s entertainments
and children, of Spokane, Wash., ar- afternoon and a dance in tlic
rived ill the city by car on-Monday particulars of which will be
«««d Mrs. C. H. Geen left on and arc staying with Mr. Shillirigford’s oh. This attraction, the
I Monday for Rcston, Man. parents, Mr. and Mrs: Clias. Shilling- fi„t. one of 'the fall, >111., take place in
Miss Ruby Latta returned last week] ' owe i c Avc. I grounds of Mrs. Royal S. Moc,
The Dominion cannery has not been I Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Robertson, ofexpected that the end of this week will
and five words count as one Uric. j, Keep your eye on Chapiri’o window 
If so desired, advertisers may have fbr Saturday candy specials. IS-tfcjfrom a visit to the prairies, 
replies addressed to a box number, I , * •  * I r r n a- * , •
enre^of The fburjer, ,and forwarded Hoi„,an’s Transfer. Phone 72 or] Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Downing left on I “P "‘‘w, but it is 
t o ' their private addrciis. or delivered 254 
on call at office. For this service, add 
10 cents to cover postage or/filing. . „
FO B I 10  To A i.* .r d >  4S -,fc |l. the gucat ot her aunt, M
'■ ' i lr .  :tlie|«“ y ^  lK «,:lw «.for .  t ta c  d x ttw  or.
seventeen years ago and later as choir­
master at St; Andrew’s Church, Vcri 
He is now teaching music in
, Kur ..nr I i , I Vuncouvcr, , aiul is orgaiiizcf for and
Miss B. Balfour and Miss M. A. I P‘»« » visit to the plant o f '
10-tfc Wednesday for Kindcrsicy, Sask.' u.̂ - cm  o. u.m wcck w in . visjling Mr. and Mrs.,
MisB Frances G.lbert, of Vaneouver, | iciit <inant.ty to keep all hainla h n sy ^  Robertson, who will I
be remembered by the old-timers as
I I ones. I
Ttrr'r'rw n AMTi nrrrGiTR v a t .ttitc:
2-lctie with children. Males $25.00 (one g'ven with ev^^  ̂left) {Fem ales $10.00. All beauties with
perfect irtarklng. Phone, 400 pt 261 I E. i"* '
I Pettigrew. Phono 431. 36-tfc|“*  ̂  ̂ ^
Miss Elspcth Lycll leaves, this ,week I who established, the '^Clarion,” the teaching of music in this pro-
Balfour, of Vancouver, arc registered Occidental Fruit Company.
a past president of the ,B. C. Mus^c 
Teachers* Federation, a body which is
HONEY f o r ' YOUR UONEY.I■FOR SALE—Fruit rack, new last sea *v.,v*v - - . , . ,
,, son, 12 ft. 9 Ins. by 6 ft. 6 ins. Aimly. I now cxtr^acting this season’s crop I for Victoria, where she will take a I mediate predecessor of The Courier, J *̂*̂ *”®
■ ” • ----------- ------------  ̂ V here in I90Varrlved In town on Mon-
Morrison has accepted t b r U c T o f  M r.'t J a  " w K  *h« hnd concert at the Seont Flail
I teaching Staff of the I |on  Tuesday evening, which proved not
FOR SALE OR R E N T -F iv e  room-
ed cottage^ „ 
L450, on terms 
12.50 per month School. I The Rev. J. Knox Wright, Secretary | eiljoyable sodal event but was |
ARMY BELL TEN T for sale ^ireJ U  • I Miss Dorothy Foster left today for ? ’ C- for the Canadian Bible Society, ? ’̂ Xn'ce2rlc| Have your family group taken, mt - ,  ■& , k ' delivered an mtcrcstiiiK lecture on c on -1 U r en t s t r a  pJayta excellent uance
--------,—  , in "“ T I eluding your residence, whue thc lawns McClure, near Kamloops,_ where 1̂̂ *̂  Lj^jQ^g j,. Central Eurooe in the Uni I music,>mostly arranged from old songs
FOR SALE;;^P^odgc, at their bc_st._ Largest size a n lb e s t |w ill teach at the Public School. I  ̂ Church on Tuesday ,evening. It PPd melodies familiar to all. The out-
Mr. .and Mrs. Guy Armstrong, of I was illustrated by beautifully coloured I 
Calgary, are spending a short vacation j slides. ' | cver,iwerc their fine waltz music and |
■  ' E—Do ge, 1,192A  ̂ arc at t eir est. argest size a d best
. , Run. only, 7,000.miles, ,Ayin ,Mcr,ifice. pjQyj|,tgj  ̂,̂ l,QQ̂  ;geQ'̂ g at W. Hv
This is best buy of season. Terms. Box wills’ Studio, Pendozi St. 52-4p
483, Courier, or phone 70. ' f~ lp | •  •  |
FOR SALE—Good
the singing of the ‘̂ Little Boy yith  a 
It is hoped by those interested in re-1 Big Voice,” which was both clever and
-1 wnrkln^ tc.im at-l All Kodak supplies and finishing for I here and are staying at the Palace.
RniiPb Aoolv T N . I IS c c c," O ic c o
Cushing''^ ' - 49-tfc *■-ixr ^  Miss E. Bate left yesterday morning I yjy,*,ig the playing  ̂of cricket in this amusing. Altogether, it can be stated
/b u M r'B O W G H T  A N D  s d £ E I  havc^hT djnfA ':.* :! distric. .h n .^ l lV o  can possibly do so tha. the Ladies' Anxilia^ to the Boy
rGUNS BOUGHT A W | .  . , , ,  S2-4pP‘ the Vancouver General Hospital. , will attend the meeting tomorrow cv- Scout Association staged a yery plea-
---------------  , , ,, Mr F F Rptchiini and Mr T Pat- at whi^h it is intended to form sant evening, th'e dancing being kept
Oka^Sa?;'''M^■:^^^^ of Beaverdell, » P - ‘ ‘’’T "
Phone 294-L6. nress Theatre. Tuesday. Seot._ 2nd, at here on their way by car to Vernon, j In reply to a request for information
FOR BARGAIMS in furniture, ranges, | I Monday being Labour Day and a | Mrs. C. T. Dickson left 'for Kings-1 as to the duties and official status of
provincial game warden^, the secretarythp"larffe™varî ^̂ ^̂  a t*T olS  & " T e m S  ^annuli ”* treat ^ ’f o ? V S o S |  statutory holiday, all stores and offices | ton, Ont., on Tuesday and was accom
me large YU y j  4. 1̂̂  children.
H O N E Y  H O N EY  HONEY  
15c per j pound
Bring your containers. Pure extracted 
*lioncy with delicious .flavour. Sold_ at 
our newly, built sanitary extracting
plant. Samples sent on request. Mail nery , or packing house, see Munr9;s bib 
“ - -  V 41 _ AX--. J-J i l : , I nvfiralls ; ann two-niecp. khaki suits.
l-2 c |in  the city will be closed on that day. j panied by Miss Audrey, Knox, who 
, ' _s , travelled to Toronto, ■where she wi
Mr. A. E. Kay,  ̂of Penticton, spent Mrs. Knox and Dr. G. W.
20-tfc Tuesday here ,on his ^ a y  home f̂ o*w a DJehson went as’ far as Sicamous with 
round trip by car to Merritt and Kam- | voyage
Girls] If you are going into the can- loops.MS*. MM if • • M  ̂ 1
m. ♦ V ♦ .
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN'S
Miss Mona Webster, who had been i Officials o f the Dominion Depart-•Seder’s specSally attended to. Visitors overalls and two-piece khaki | .*»••• 7 - " Iment of Agrienitnre are now employed
alwavq welcome Phone 293-L2. THE 4-lc visiting her. sister and brother-m-Iaw, . , . f  , ,
'B E nV o U L IN  A PIARIES. Box 659, mr-Aorr Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Kelly, left today for M” the. laying beds of
Anthony Casorso, Prop., successor to KELOW NA PARENT . T E A C H - ^
A lex Mott. - ^  ‘ V  ̂ • I Okanagan and Nicola districts this
' V. ' ■■— fete and dance will be. given in the
FO R SALE ' , (grounds of Mrs. Royal S. Moe, Ethel Miss D. Rust, of Vancouver, and year. When found, these beds will be
ITALIAN B E^^T uT T olonies, from |strorfhursdlV ,*'Sept.*"ilthrE^^^ A. Sutherland, of Penticton, are mark'ed for destruction next spring!
’ pure bred; gentle stock. Prolific young! ent programme has been arranged for, visitors at the home of, Mr.'and Mrs. J 
.<jueen head’s each colony. Standard er including games and sports in the af- ^  | The Okanagan Packers up to now
'quipment, dovetailed brood chambers, ternoon. Admission, children, 10c; ad- 
.spAvra«.astwla ♦rtfVI tnrtA1* PrtVPt" ficl ■ TTIG- I UltS. 25C. • ' . ■ . v j - 2-IC
[have shipped se’veral cars of tomatoes
•areversibie bottom, inner cover and me- ults, 25fc. Among those who left this week to j and mixed fruit and vegetables to prai-
f t U ° L r i i s e “ r ’R^adyToJ S e n !  DANCE. Rntland Commnnily Hall, r' T  R^bTa^d'E' " V w ‘’iSeptember 1st. Price, $12.50. This is Tuesday, September 2nd. Tickets: TS- A. W. Badley, R. E. Robb and E. and Wealthy apples to the same mar- 
thc time to buy your bees and get the Gents’ $1.00; Ladies’ 50c.; 2-le  B, Asher. ket, from which the management state
'full benefit of next season s crop-j , i ■ * ^ .  ̂ , I ■ —- ■. ■ a - p • , • . . j thev hnve received favourable renorts
:Phpne 2M-L2. TH E  BENVO ULIN Onr first shipment of boys' salts are . The rnsh of so t frn.t shipments hav- ^ ^
APIARIES, Box 659, Anthony Gas- here. Gome in and look them over be- ing ceased, ordinary business hours  ̂ prices 
ofso, Prop., successor to Alex. Mott. {Qj.g gpjjQjjj Qpgpg gQyg* gtore, have been resuined at the express of- i,; u -d
52-3c|„ext to Good Eats Gate. 2-lc L ’ g ĵ̂ jg district which the Pro-
' - ■ : . ..... ____ __ _ hces in tms aistrict. vincial Game Gonservation Board wit
TO R ENT 1 PRODUCE m a r k e t  I Messrs. John’ Gonlin, John E. Reek- hold its meetings in the Okanagan is
ie and Michael Hereron, of Kelowna, I not yet settled, but the chairman of the 
have been gazetted as Fence Viewers Board has written the secretary of the
PASTURE for horses nod cattle. A. I J  ll>: .....................................  2 ^ ' I tor the Kelowna District. Kelowna Fish and Game Protective
' r  Ponnoft nt-nnacrin’M’lRdinri riHone jTomatoes, lb................ .....................  2c I Association that the Board will come
296-L3 ’ ’ 51-tfcj ...... .................. ........... ....  Mrs. L. Holman ,and Miss K. H o1-Lq ^his district some time before the
Eeets, lb. .......... .................... .........  Jc | jgf  ̂ ĵ̂ jg morriing for Victoria, middle of September.
FU R N ISH E D  BEDROOM for rent. 
No. 474, Courier. 2rlc j
Last Week’s Prices
-TO RENT—Nicely furnished . ^ed- gabbage,̂ lb̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ ..... " l & c  I where they will reside while Miss
room in modern home. Board if de-j^reen ireppers, id. ....................... u  i ** - j  w,.,i
2-lp j (Cantaloupes, each, ,5c to ........... 12j'̂ c Holman attends Normal School"sired. P.O. Box 372.
W ANTED—Miscellaneous
Corn, dpz. .......................... ....2Sc
Strawberries, 2 boxes .:......  25c
Hens, lb. ........      e....28c
Chickens, lb. .......  30c
The packing houses and Warehouses
W A N TED  TO TRADE or sell— Pro- ....... - ........perty known as the Rice Meadows, g®* ^airy Butter, lb. ................ ...40c
.consisting of 160 acres, with approx.*
50 acres under water from the Black 
Mountain Irrigation District, thirty ac­
res of which is already in hay. Log 
'house and barn. Value, $4,500. Apply,
P.O. 3 o x  148, Kelowna, B. C;- l-2e
H ELP W A N TED
"WAITRESS—Or \yoman accustomed 
to dining room work wanted immed­
iately at Palace Hotel. , 2-lc I
JUST OPENED  
on ELLIS STREET  




•OFFICE ASSISTANT CORPORATION OF T H E |
or female, prefer one with exper^ncel OTTV TCFLOWNA
in packing fiouse, also party with First' ^ITY  O t K E 1.0 WWA
Aid Certificate to work in packing. pronertv For Sale Or Renthouse. Winfield Co-operative Growers. I'roperty ±>or s>aie u r  Kent
■ - ■ ' ■ . ' --2-lc
■ , . , I of the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange
For t e past ew ays I are gradually becoming busier all thie
cannery has been running full time and advances. At the
it is expecte  ̂t at^t is activity t 1 present time Hyslop crabs are coming 
will last till the end of the season. j.„ The rush of Wealthies is
Miss Ruby Taylor, niece of Mr. C. I slackening and preparations are being 
B. Latta, and Miss Mary McDonald, made to handle the McIntosh crop. It 
arrived from Govan, Sask., last week is expected that considerable fruit will 
and are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Latta. be exported ne.xt week, mostly Mc-
IIntosh!
Mr. and Mrs. Johnston and family, 
who have been visiting Mrs. Johnston, I The yoiing folk of Kelowna arid dis- 
Sutherlarid Avenue, left for their home trict would do well to keep the date 
in New Westminster qri Sunday mor- of Sept. 2nd clearly in mind, as on that 
ning. day the annual treat given to all ju-
_  . 1 u ..V ’ veniles by Messrs. P. B. Willits >& Co.Tourist travel through the city  ̂ r. . , . . .. will take place. This year the freeshows no sign of abatement, the aver- 1 v-„ t-. .. .. , , r J* . , matinee at the Empress Theatre willage daily number of cars from distant ,  ̂ \r- ■ • » . v-^  •* 1 • feature The Virginian” and Our. Gangsite being _______
The Municipal Council invites appli-1 | comedy. The play will commence at
W A N TED —Reliable girl for morn-j c.itions to purchase or rent Lot 2, | ' 13.00 sharp, a fact those coming from
ings, 9 to 12, to take care of baby. Block 13, in Registered Plan 202 (on I Vhn<!P stnvincr at the L a k e - I s h o u l d  remember.Phone 379. 2-lp | the North side of Lawson Ayenue). . Among those staying at tiie Lake |
The house on this property was er- view are: Messrs. F. L. Porter, of Re- 
SITUATIO NS w a n t e d  I ected under the provisions of the “Bet- velstoke; Mr. C. W. Webster, of Kas-
tcr Housing Act” and the purchaser Lq. Mr. F^ Rainbow, of Hedley; and
ticton.
.MAN, ENGLISH, 37, wishes work onjof the property would receive the bene- ^ ’ ' , ,  - Kernaehah of Pen
' farm or fruit ranch; good with fit of the low rate of interest (5%) j •'* I'^ernagnan, ot
horses, cattle, chickens, etc. W ife good fixed by the Act.
’housekeeper, if needed. Writc^ John Por further particulars apply to
Alderman Shepherd or the undersigned 
G. H. D U N N ;,
Kelowna, B. C., , City Clerk.
June 11th, 1924. 43-tfc
Dutton, 667 Hornby Street, Vancou- 
'Trer. 2-2p
T W O  HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS wish 
position fruit picking. Have 4iad some 
experience. Address, B. King, 2619 
Marlboro Avenue, New Westminster, 
B. C. 2-lp
LOST A N D  FO UN D
REW ARD—-$10 reward, will be paid 
for the recovery of black Scottish 
terrier (Aberdeen), last seen at Keifcr
Protection!
ir YOUR HOUSE BURNS
.camp, White V a ll^  road. Apply, Mrs. 
Ricardo, Ricardo Ranch. 2-lc
RUTLAND PO U N D  DISTRICT
Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
-on Saturday, the 6tH day of Scptcinbe 
1924. at 2 p.m., I will sell by pUbli 
^auction the following impounded an 
mals: one Holstein co\y, government 
inspection tag on car, illegible brand 
-on left shoulder and hip, and calf, on 
(the S. E. yi,  Section 23, Township 26.
A. W. DALGLEISH,
:2-lc Poundkeeper.
A Fire Insurance Policy 
will replace it 
IF
The Pqlicy is in.a good company, 
is for sufficient a- 
mount,
is free from defects, 
is properly written.
W e take care of all these IFS for 
our customers—let us take care 
of yours.
M cTavlsh & W h im s
FIR E INSURANCE  
AGENTS
Insurance Real Estate
Among those from this place who 
will attend Normal School at Victoria 
this fall are Misses Maud Kincaid, Ma­
bel Dore, Mary Fraser, Christine Fer­
guson, Kathleen Holman and Frances 
Treadgold.
Mr. F. G. Lucas, president of the 
Automobile Club of B. C., and Mr. 
Fred J. Elkins, secretary of that or­
ganization, spent Tuesday here, leav­
ing the following day by car for nor­
thern points.
Mrs. W. R. Tench, who for the past 
few months had been visiting her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Staples, left 
on Tuesday for her home in Kobe, 
Japan, where she is. engaged in miss­
ionary work.
The firm of Geo. Roweliffe, Ltd., is 
busy shipping mixed cars of fruit to 
prairie points, consisting largely; of 
prunes, Hyslop crabs and Flemish 
Beauty pears. They have already ex­
ported, Wealthy.
The Occidental cannery, up to the 
present time, has only made half-day 
runs, but, as fine ripening weather now 
prevails, expects to run full time from 
now on. The management reports that 
an extra fine quality of tomatoes are 
coming in this season. A few crab 
apples. Transcendents, were canned at 
this factory this= week. The shipping 
department is busy sending mixed cars 
of Wealthies and vegetables to prairie 
points, also filling export orders for 
Cox Orange.
of the Kelowna Fish and Game Protec­
tive Association has* received a some­
what vague reply from the secretary of I 
the Provincial Game Conservation 
Board to the effect that under the pre­
sent Game Act all provincial consta­
bles are ex-officio game wardens, and, | 
besides carrying on the police work, i 
are required to attend to the patrolling 
of their district in order to enfqrce that [ 
Act; that the salaries of these officers 
are paid out of the Police Vote; that 
arrangements were made some years 
ago whereby such police officials could 
conduct prosecutions and enforce the 
federal fishing regulations; and that all | 
appointments are made directly by the | 
Superintendent of Provincial Police, 
who is, ex-officio, Provincial Game 
Warden.
From the 18th to the 23rd Aug., in­
clusive, the following shipments of 
fruit and vegetables were made by the 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange: to Cal­
gary two cars of Bartlett pears, each 
made up of 615 boxes, and one car of 
mixed fruit and vegetables; to Winni­
peg, one car of Bartlett pears, one car 
of pears and plums and one car of 
Flemish Beauty; to Red Deer, Alta., 
Melville, Sask., Prince George, Cam- 
rose, Alta., Berwin, Alta., Grande 
Prairie, Alta., Prince Rupert, Radville, 
Sask., Gravelburg, Sask,, Moose Jajv, 
;qorth Battleford,' and Alsask, Sask., 
one car each of mixed fruit and vege­
tables, mostly runriing heavy to prunes 
and plums and Wealthy apples; to Ed­
monton, one car of Bartlett, Boussock 
and Clapp’s Favourite pears; to Van­
couver, one car of Wealthy, half of 
which was for export to New Zealand; 
and to England, two cars of Cox Or­
ange and Wealthy.
A number of Kplownians, including 
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Knowles, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Lloyd-Jones, Mr. Jerman 
Hunt, Mr. E. W. Wilkinson and Mr. 
and Mrs. G. A. Meikle, travelled to 
Oyaraa last Saturday to take in the 
sports and festivities which took place 
there that day. They report having 
had a fine time, the'events being held 
in exceptionally nice surroundings and 
being one and all well contested. A 
number of the swimming races were 
won by boys from Kelowna, There 
was an attractive flower show in the 
Community Hall, the leading feature 
of which was a wonderful display , of 
gladioli. The day’s entertainment was 
wound up by a very enjoyable dance.
S t .  © e o r o e ’s  





HEADM ASTER: An English Pub­





Next Term: - - SeptemberT 1th
Vancouver Trains met.




Their very simplicity of shaping and rich 
tints of autumn place these hats hmong those 
favoured for stylish fall wear.
They possess cleverness of the new mode 
as well as quality.in materials and trimmings 
which make them good value. v
Particular mention is made of the new 
Brown and Fawn Shades which appear to be
in the majority for fall wear. $2.95_$15
w m m n W m n tM  Op
PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
THE
B.C. NURSERIES CO., LIMITED
Anticipating much greater plantings of FRUIT  
TREES next spring, are well supplied with their 
usual high grade
TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, Etc. 
at their SARDIS: NURSERIES^ Price List on
application.
A reliable, energetic ^
SALESMAN W ANTED
For Kelowna.. Liberal inducements. Address above— 
2608 GRANVILLE STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C.





B A P T IST . CHURCH. Services, 
Sunday morning: 10.30, Sunday School 
and Bible Class, followed by morning 
worship. 7.30, evening service.
Thursday, 8 p.m., prayer meeting.
U N IT E D  CHURCH. 10 a.m., Sun- 
day School; U  a.m.. Morning Worship; 
7.30 p.m., E-vening Worship.
of England Harvest Thanksgiving Ser­
vice will be held on Sunday, Aug. 31<t.
11 a.m.. Matins, Holy Communion and 
sermon; 3 p.nL Children’s Service.
T H E  SALVATION ARMY, Capt. 
and Mrs. Ede, Commanding Officers. 
Sunday, 11, a.m.. Holiness Meeting; 
7J0 plm., Salvation Meeting. 48-tf
ST. M ICHAEL, &. ALL ANGELS. 
Sunday, Aug. 31. 11th Sunday after 
Trinity. 8 a.m.. Holy Communion; 9.- 
45 a.m., Sunday ' School: 11, Matiriis, 
Litany and sermon; 7.30, Evensong 
and sermon.
EAST KELOW NA knd RUTLAND  
(Anglican). No services..
JOE RICH VALLEY. A Church
Special music. The choir boys otf St.'
O . Alt i.M. . ...lichael & All Angels will assist.
m
Enderby’s Fall Fair and Stampede 
promises to be a record event, quite tho 
biggest thing that place has oyer stag­
ed.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE COURIER
J*'
PAGE SIX
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Jim Browne
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IGNORANCE OR TH E
RUUES GOVERNING SPORT
.Contentment— Tlic Iiapoioat 
people ;aro those who  ̂uo,n't 
Iciiow a rear tire ia mcdttatipg 
treason, (Brandon Sun); , „
GOODYEA^ TIRES ARE  
T H E  BEST BY TEST
Call in and consult Anderson, 
The VfulCanlscr, about your tire 
troubles. If it’s repairable, hell 
say so. If not, he'll show you 
the best and .cheapest tire for 
your purpose. •, ,
V';: ; ,y: '.'m
Get our proposition before send-, 
in g  your money out of town. It 
will pay you in the long run.
The Oil Shop
(The House with a Smile) g






FRIDAY AND SATURDAY  
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2 0 %  DISCOUNT
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■ In taking up any game or sport it is 
niprcssed on the beginner that, in ord’* 
cr to enjoy it and excel, he must abide 
by certain rulcsj ijnd, as most sports 
arc carried out in company, be very 
soon finds out what is and what is not 
doiic. The one deception is the sport 
of hunting and shooting.
A boy is turned loose with a gun, ip 
most eases without any training or in« 
structions, and his one object is to kill 
something,, He naturally joins other 
tyro i as ignPrant of the ethics of the 
sport as himself and, unless he is fort- 
uriatc enough to fail in w'lth some one 
who will take the trouble to teach him, 
he becomes a menace both to himself 
and others. As a consequence, one
frequently hears complaints breach­
es of the rules governing the sport.
As I think these errors are largely 
due tq ignorance, l  am enclosing somp 
hints which will, I hope, if inserted Jh 
your paper, be of service to, at least, 
the younger sportsmen,
I am sending them at this early date 
in order that, if you think them worth 
publishing, you may do so at any time 




lOfsc or cow, or your neighbour,
Take the neck shot .it deer if pos­
sible. , It means dthcr j, d c iti kill or a 
clean miss; the latter is far better tlian 
wotpiding an anjmal wfiicli will in all 
probability get away and after iniicli 
suffering die.
If, when following deer tracks, you 
: ind some one else has cut m on them 
cave them to him,'there arc probably 
ots more if you look for them.
The man who first draws blood on 
an animal owns it. If a wounded ani­
mal passes you,Jcill it but give it up to 
the mail who hit it without argument 
Under any circumstances, always 
shoot a horned owl or goshawk; either 
of them will destroy more game,in one 
year than you will kill in ten seasons. 
Before going.out with a party always 
^makc arrangements to pool your bag at 
the end of the day or trip.
If you camp in a cabin in the hills 
always jeavc some, kindling and as 
much wood as you found there. It may 
mean, life or death to some one who 
,comes after you. The essence of sport 
is to cause as little ’ pain aS possible 




W hat more n  o v e 1 
dish for your Christ-, 
m as dinner? '
Or any other 
winter meal.
Putting it  up 
n o w  w h i l e i  
c h e a p  andj 
plentiful coats |
Uttle.
08MIII10I16LAS8 CO. uuna  
T4 Uaatrsal deft, p
Bfipa
-.-v ,C ;i:oW n ':;,'\’




















ANY QUANTITY  ̂
BUT ONE QUALITY
PHONE 151
'There is a general impression that 
Japan is a deforested'country but this 
is very much of'an error. Japan has 
not the magnificent big timber of 
British Columbia or the Pacific North­
western States, but she owns 90 mil­
lion acres of good forest, a lari^r area 
of forest than exists In -B.C. She is  
now keenly intei^estcd in forest con­
servation and has staffs of trained for­
esters.
Shooting and Hunting Pointers 
As the open season for game is near 
and a large number of young men will 
be taking out their guns for the first 
time, a few hints may be of service, to 
them, ,
First, make yourself thoroughly con 
versant with the provisions of ' the 
Game Act as they apply to the district 
in which you intend to shoot. There 
arc also a number of unwritten laws 
which it is quite as important- to ob­
serve and you will find that by mak 
ing a practice of following these you 
will be able, with safety to yourself ant 
others, to fully enjoy one of the finest 
and cleanest sports on earth:—
All firearms must be treated as 
loaded. Always know in what direction 
the muzzle of your gun'is pointing.
Before getting over or. through 
fence or gate always “break” i.e. open 
your gun. It is not enough to put it 
to safe or at half-cock. This also ap 
plies in taking a gun from a car, rig or 
boat. .
Don't shoot on enclosed land with 
out permission of the owner. In many 
cases it will be* given if^asked for in a 
proper manner.
Always leave with the owner a pro­
portion of the game shot on land over 
^which you have been given permission 
to shoot.
It is legal to shoot on the highway 
in this district but remember you are 
responsible for any damage you may 
cause. Don’t  fire when a horse or 
horse-drawn vehicle 'is near and be 
quite sure there is no danger of your 
shot hitting any one on the road.
When walking in line don’t shoot at 
a bird that gets up “to”, that is, nearer 
the man on your right or left, until' he 
has fired both barrels, then “wipe his 
eye’V if you can.
On going to a slough and finding 
another, man in a blind at the place 
you had intended to shoot, don't stam 
out in the open behind..^him; he’ll get 
no shooting, neither will you.
Don't fire at everything in sight; 
you \yill not only spoil your own sport 
but that of every other man at the 
slough.
The 'effective range of a 12 bore is 
SO yards. For every bird killed over 
that distance ten are wounded; this is 
not sport. Try and kill "clean” i.e. 
dead. A clean kill is worth a dozen 
runners or wounded birds. If you 
wound a bird which drops within 
reach of your blind put it out of its 
pain with your second barrel.
Don’t use so-called long range shells 
in a short gun of under’8 lbs. in weight 
and not then unless it is in perfect con­
dition, If you do this you are asking 
for trouble and you will get it.
Don’t shoot at a bird on the ground. 
If you have not learnt to shoot on the 
wing, join a Gun Club. You will find 
lots of fellows there willing and glad 
to help you.
Don’t fire at birds on the water, with 
a rifle of any kind. A \.22 bullet rico- 
chetting from water will kill a man at 
half a mile and a heavier rifle bullet 
very rnuch farther. No one can say 
with certainty just what direction a 
ricochet bullet will take.
On taking out your rifle, for the first 
time in the season, always try it on a 
target to sec that your sights are prop­
erly aligned. Don’t target your rifle 
on a harmless animal or bird, unless it 
is .of some use when killed. There arc 
lots of inanimate objects to shoot at. 
Killing, for killing’s sake is not sport.
If you see what you think is a decî , 
don’t'fire until-you arc quite certain. 
Then aim at some particular part of the 
'animal and be quite sure of the part. 
Yoii will not then kill your neighbour's
The dairy herd of Henry Ford, of 
motor-car fame,; will at first consist of 
103‘head of Ayrshire cattle from the 
Gossard Breeding Estates, These are 
tq. ,form' the foundation herd of his 9, 
000 acre farm at Dearborn, . Michigan 
Mr, Ford has been considering the 
question of how to obtain the best milk 
for use of the patients in the-Eord Gen 
eral Hospital; The consignment con­
sists of 100 females and three males 
most of which are descended from the 
great breeding and champion bull 
“Beuchan Peter Pan." This bull'has 
more tested daughters than any other 
Ayrshire sire in America, fifty-six of 
which average 11,009 lbs. milk and 431. 
81 lbs. fat. '. \ . , . . 'i. ,
Ayrshires have been selected because 
of the character of their m ilk., A num 
her of hospitals and other public instit 
utions in tlj^e-Eastern States have kept 
medical Records demonstrating highly 
successful results when the 4 per cent 
milk of the Ayrshire is used. The pro 
portion of its seW al nutrients and the 
smallness of its fat globules, are 
thought by dieticians to be strong fac 
tors in the marked improvement of pat­
ients receiving it. So highly satisfact­
ory has the milk proved that the Fort 
General Hospital, one of the greatest 
of its kind in the world, is, through the 
purchase of this herd, to give Ayrshire 
milk a part in restoring to health those 
who come to it for medical treatment.
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KGO Programme For Week Of 
, Auguflt 31 to September 6 ^
(Frequency, 960 kilocycles; 312 metres)
Sunday, August 3l
11.00 a.m,—Service from First Conr 
grcgational Church, San Francisco, 
lev . James L. Gordon^ D.D., minister.
3.00 p.m.—Concert by s, KGO Little
Symphony Orchestra, Carl Rhodchain- 
cl conducting, with vocalists and inst­
rumentalists. , ^
7.30 p.m.—Evening service, First 
Congregational Church, San Francisco.
Tuesday,'September 2 
8.00 p.m. '
Instrumental Selections—(a) “March 
of the Tin Soldiers" (Pierne); (b)
“Deep River" (Negro ^Spiritual).— 
Arion Trio. ,
Baritone Solos— (a) *Two .Grcna- 
dices’’ (Schumann); (b) “Duna” (Pick- 
thall).— Syl Btirkenroad!
Piano Solo - -  Polish Dance (Schar- 
wenka).— Johan (jolct.
Vocal Duets — (a) ’’Dark Days' 
(Rqssini); (b) “Go, Pretty Rose" 
(Marzialcs). — Marion and Sybil Gra
ves. . , , ' ■' ' ■  ̂1.'
Soprano Solos— Selected.— Esther
F o lli.' • '
Contralto Solos— (a) “Laddie Mine’ 
(Strickland); (b) “In An Old-Fash 
ioned Town” (Squires).— Annae Kra­
mer Blotcky.
Instrumental Selection—“The Swan 
(Saint-Saens).— Arion Trio. ;
Duets for Hawaiian and Spanish 
Guitars.— Anita Romano and Ora G. 
Stovall.
Japanese Soprano Sotos— Selected 
Hana Shimozumi.
Baritone' Solos—r (a) “A Son of the 
Desert Am  I” (Philips); (b) “Song 
of the Angry Deep" (DeLazarre).—H 
Lorenzo.
Steel Guitar Solos— Selected.—Anita
, Saturday, September 6 
j 8.00 p.m.
The opera “Carmen" will be present­
ed by the KGO Radio Opera Company, 
under the direction of Carl Anderson. 
_hc soloists will bo: Carmen, Blanche 
lainilton Fox, contralto; Micacla, Ed­
na Leopold, soprano; Don Jose, George 
Simondet, tenor; Escamillo, Joso Cor­
ral, bass; Zuniga, Roberto Larroco, 
laritonc. Music selected from the op­
era will be played by the Arion Trio 
>ctwccn acts.
CANADA AS A W OOL
PRODUCING COUNTRY
A s Result Of eroding, Canadian Wool 
Is Now In Active Demand
ROBBING AND H O W
TO PR EV ENT IT
. (Experimental Farms Note.)
Bees, like some pwple, if given the 
opportunity will steal from one an­
other rather than work. This, how­
ever, happens usually only in times o ’ 
scarcity. ,
A robber bee is characterized by its 
nervous actions. It will fly cautiously 
up to the entrance of a hiv.e, and when 
it sees a bee coming towards it, it wil 
quickly dodge back; or it will search 
the walls of. a hive in the hope of find 
ing some unguarded crack thfdugh 
which it cian crawl. An old offender 
has a shiny appearance, the result 6 ’ 
crawling through cracks or being 
roughly handled by the guards. On 
leaving the robbed hive, it has a plump 
look and unlike the inmates which 
comes out leisurely, it is in a hurry and 
takes wing with difficulty owing to its 
load. -
It is the beekeeper’s duty, therefore, 
to prevent h is,bees acquiring such dis 
‘honest habits by seeing that no sweets 
are left exposed at any time; that a 
cracks and openings in the walls of the 
hive are closed with mud or clay; that 
when hives are opened the work be 
done speedily; that feeding, if any, be 
done in the evening, and that entrances 
be' consistent in size with the strength 
of the colony. Should disease be pre­
sent, these measures are doubly neces 
sary to prevent riot only robbing anc 
its disastrous results, but also what is 
infinitely worse, the spreading of the 
disease.
Should robbing start, prompt action 
is necessary. Contract the entrance so 
that but two or three bees can enter 
abreast; then striew a handful of coarse 
grass over it and sprinkle with a dip- 
perful of water. This puts the robbers 
at a disadvantage, as the bees of the 
colony will attack them as they crawl 
through the wet grass.
Should the robbed colony, however, 
stand in, danger of being overcome, 
carry it down into the cellar and leave 
it there until the uproar subsides. Coal 
oil wiped ovqr all junctions of the hives 
acts as an excellent repcllant.
A. H. W. BIRCH,
Apiarist.
About 6,000 forest fires break out in 
Canadalin an average year, and of these 
about 5,400 are set by human reckless­
ness this year was much more favour- 
abl;' in this respect and the forest rang­
ers are led to hope that public patriot­
ism is at last getting a foothold in the 
forest.
Romano. v
Baritone Solos-r (a) “Song of H y  
brias the Cretan" (Elliot); (b) “Invic 
tus” (Huhn).—Syl Burkenroad.
Piano Solo—  “Huzarenritt” (Spind 
ler).^—^Johan Golet
Duet—  “Singring To You” (Kerr).^— 
Marion and Sybil Graves. r  
Instrumental Selection-— Anvil Chor­
us froih “H Trovatore” (Verdi).—Ar­
ion Trio.
Soprano Solos—r(a) ‘‘The Lass 'With 
the Ddicate Air;" (b) “Counsel to 
Nina" (Weckerlin).—Marion- Graves.
W histling Solos— (a) “O Sole Mio 
(DiCapua); (b) “Birds in the Brook.” 
—H. Lorenzo.
Mezzo-Soprano Solos— (a) “When 
Love Is Sweet’’ (Sans-Souci); (b)
Did Not Know" (Marshall-Loepke). 
—Sybil Graves.
Guitar Solos—Selected.— Oro G. 
Stovall.
Soprano Solos—Selected.— Esther 
Folli.
Contralto Solos— (a) “My Heart 
A t  Thy Sweet Voice” (Saint-Saens); 
(b) “Bless You” (Novello).— Annae 
Kramer Blotcky.
Instrumental Selection— “Kamen 
noi-Ostrow" (Rubenstein). — Arion 
Trio,
Thursday, September 4 
8.00 p.m.
Violin Solo— Hungarian Dance No. 
(Brajims).— Fern Bachman.
Soprano Solos -—Three Songs by the 
American composer, Mrs. H. H. A. 
Beach: (a) “Ah’! Love But a Day;” 
(b) “The Year’s at the Spring;” (c) 
"Ecstasy”, with violin obligato.—Grace 
Porter Neff.
Piano Solos— (a) “Witches’ P an ce” 
(MacDowell); (b) “March Wind”
(MacDowell).— Dorothy Wines Reed.
Contralto Solo— Selected. '— Mrs. 
Byron McDonald.
Baritone Solos— (a) “The Sea Gyp­
sy” (^Head); (b) “Farewell” (Russell). 
—Irwin Johnson
Scene from “King John” (Shake­
speare)— Prince Arthur, Violet Stitt 
Wilson; Hubert, Irving Pichel.
Piano Duet— “Lustspiel” (Keler 
Bela).— Janett Sligh and Hjalmar 
Stromberg, ^
Address— “In Defence of the Juven 
ile Delinquent.”— Thoma A. Boyer, 
Probation Officer, Contra Costa Coun
ty-
Soprano Solos— Three Heart Songs: 
(a) “Mary of Argyle;” (b) “Last Rose 
of Summer;” (c) “Home, Sweet 
Home.”— Grace Porter Neff.
Violin Solo— Poem (Sibish).—Fern 
Bachman.
Baritone Solos— (a) “It Was Not 
So To Be” (N essler); s (b) “Evening 
Star,” from “Tannhauser” (Wagner). 
—Irwin Johnsori.
Piano Solos—• (a) “Liebesfreud”
(Kreisler); (b) Gavotte (Gluck- 
Brahms).—Dorothy Wines Reed.
Contralto Solos-—Selected. — Mrs. 
Byron McDonald.
Piano Duet— “La Paloma” (Yrad- 
ier).—^Janett Sligh and Hjalmar Strom­
berg.
Duets for Soprano and Contralto—
(a) “Whispering Hope” (Hawthorne);
(b) “The Day Is Ended” (Bartlett).— 
Grace Porter Neff and Mrs. Byron Mc­
Donald
Piano Solo—“Liebestraumc” (Liszt). 
—Dorothy Wines Reed.
(B y A. A. McMillan, Chief of the 
Sheep and Goat Division, Live Stock 
Branch, Dominion Department of Ag 
riculturo.)
The sheep' industry in Canada made
considerable expansion during the war
years. There was some decrease dur­
ing the years 1921, 1922 and 1923, but 
the good prices which 'Were mamlatncd 
:or lambs a«<* upward trend in 
wool prices has again stabilized ,thc in 
dustry and the present tendency is to 
increase rather than decrease the size 
of flocks..  ̂ ,
The estimated wool production of 
the Dominion for 1923 was 15,539,416 
pounds. Of this amount from 10,000, 
000 to 12,000,000 pounds passes 
through the regular trade channels am 
is sold either to Canadian mills or is
exported. The balance of the woo  ̂
clip is*<workcd up locally by farmers’ 
wives, being spun into yarn for socks, 
mitts, underwear, sweaters and other 
articles of apparel.
The sheep resources of • Canada are 
more or less unlimited in that there is 
abundance of waste lands in most of 
the provinces admirably suited for
sheep raising. jPurthermore, there are 
many farms, particularly in Western 
Canada, that aS yet are carrying no 
sheep. The climate and natural topq 
graphy of the country is admirably 
suited to the raising of sheep. In 
Eastern Canada on mixed farm'lands 
and in the grain belt of Western Can 
ada, the small flock of ten to fifty 
ewes is generally kept. These flocks 
can be maintained at little expense 
and return an excellent revenue for 
the labour required and money invest 
ed. In the rougher part of Eastern 
Canada and in some districts of Mani 
toba, larger flocks of from one to sey 
eral hundred head are kept under semi- 
ratiching conditions, often by new set­
tlers who may have been originally 
miners or fishermen. There are sti 
available many areas suitable for the 
carrying of flocks of this size. In 
southwestern Saskatchewan, southern 
and parts of northern Alberta and in 
British Columbia sheep ranching -is 
practised quite extensively, but even 
in these provinces there are tracts o : 
land available for ranching or semi- 
ranching purposes.
W ool produced from Canadian sheep 
both in the east and in the west, is o' 
a very high quality for each respective 
grade. Eastern wools are all produced 
from the domestic breeds of sheep. 
They are very strong of fibre and 
bright in character. The bulk of east­
ern wools grade medium combing anc, 
low medium combing with some fine 
medium ' combing and considerable 
quantities of low combing and • coarse. 
Eastern domestic wools have excellent 
felting qualities and are well adaptec 
for the manufacture of medium anc 
heavy weight goods, including serges, 
tweeds, rugs, blankets, sweaters anc 
underwear.
In Western Canada the percentage 
of domestic wools is steadily increas 
ing. There is also a probability that 
the amount of range wools will be in 
creased considerably in the next five 
years. Western domestic wools are of 
much the same quality as eastern 
wools, though they probably run more 
to the finer gprades. The nature of the 
soil and the openness of the country 
tends to the production of a heavier 
shrinking wool. Soil-drifting also de­
tracts from the brightness of the fleece 
and on this account grades of western 
wool are sub-divided into bright, semi- 
bright and dark. W ool produced from 
W estern Canada range sheep compares 
favourably with wool produced on oth­
er range areas of the world. The bulk 
of the range wools run to the fine, fine 
medium combing, and medium comb­
ing grades.
W ool grading, which was first instit­
uted by the Dominion Live Stock 
Branch in 1913, has done much to im­
prove the market qualities of Canad­
ian wool. About twelve thousand 
sheei* raisers now consign their wool 
for grading and co-operative sale. This 
constitutes about. one-quarter of the 
^heep raisers. The growers have their 
own marketing agency, the Canadian 
.Co-operative W ool Growers, Ltd. 
This organization is an affiliation of 
some thirty wool-growers’ associations 
dnd handles all the co-operative ship­
ments consigned for government grad­
ing. '
As a result of grading, Canadian 
wools are now purchased freely on a 
graded basis in the United States and 
in Great Britain as well as by Canad­
ian mills. The more general use of 
ipurc-brcd rams is steadily increasing




Forty acre Mixed Farm. Purchaser will pay cash. 
POR EXCHANGE
M odern  F u rn ish ed  B u n g a lo w  in the K crrisdalc  District, 
Vancouver, situate on double lot, 66 x  194. Polished maple and 
mahogany bordered floors. Fireplace*, built in buEct; beam 
ceilings; breakfast, nook and all latest improvements. The price 
is $7,000, Furnished. Mortgage of $2,000 to be assumed. Will 
exchange for a small good orchard 'with equipmeint.
FOR RENT
Newly erected Store in fine position.
Several Unfurriished Houses from $15.00 per month up.




FR ID A Y  A N D  SATURDAY; AUGUST 29th and 30th 
W ALLY VAN, PATSY RUTH  M ILLER and ALEX FRANCIS
TBE DRIVIM’ m
A pippin ot an automobile story pitched to action so fast that you’ll 
lean sideways in your seats. One of the cleverest laughing shows you 
ever thrilled at. And there, is a darky in the cast who nearly steals 
the honors from the lead. A bear of a picture. Honest! Also the 
Comedy: “TH E  T IR E D  B U SIN E SS MAN.”
Sat. Mat., 3.30, 10c and 2Sc. ■ Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
M O NDAY AN!d  TU ESD A Y , SEPTEM BER 1st and 2nd
Kenneth Harlan, Florence Vidor, Pat O’Malley and Ray. Hatton
. —•' in — ,
“m  VIRGINIAN”
For twenty years “The Virginian” has been called “the great Ameri­
can Romance.”. In pictures,you’ll tell your friends its  the screen s 
most beautiful romance— ând it holds you deeply alert and^lUtMested 
throughout. You’ll regret it if you don’t see this picture. Also Topics 
and “NO  N O ISE ” (Our Gang Comic).
Evening, 7.30 and .'9 20c and 3Sc
W ILLITS’ FREE MATINEE
For School Children, Tuesday at 3 o’clock. > ■
W E D N E SD A Y  A N D  TH U RSDAY, SEPTEM BER 3rd and 4th 
I Eugene O’Neill’s Pulitzer Prize Play
“ANNA CHRBTIE”
(W e do not recommend this for children.) - 
with BLANCH E SW EET
supported by WiUiam RusseU, George Marion and Eugenie Besserer.
Anna the outcast girl; old Chris, Sea-born father, hiding from her the 
very life she hid from him; Matt Burke, saved from th e , sea, ,Avho 
would fight and die for the Anna he knew—until he knew the truth. 
A notable translation of stage tnumph_to motion picture master­
piece. Also Fox News and “T H E  LIM IT.
DB m
Evening, 7:30 and 9 ■ - - , 20c and 35c 
M.-B lOI 'D B B
EVERY BOY EVERY GIRL EVERY TEACHER
OF KELO W NA AND DISTRICTS
FREE
Our Annual Matinee
EMPRESS, TUESDAY, SEPT. 2nd, at 3 o’clock.
■ —------ S E E — ------
“TH E V I R G I N I A N ’’ and “Our Gang” in “NO NOISE 1” 
There’ll be lots of noise when you see, “The Gang.”
17ADr*17nn we can fit you out with all your 
U l lW  1 r l l K I l l i l  SCHOOL SUPPLIES -
Text Books, Exercise Books, Scribblers, Pens, Pencils—
In fact, everything you will require f̂or school.
T H E  M A TIN EE IS  FREE—NO  TICK ETS NECESSARY.
P .  B .  W I L L I T S  &  C O .
PH ARM ACISTS and STATIONERS.
— s e r v ic e  ' -
“ YOU W ILL GET i t  AT W ILLITS ”
Kelowna, B.C. I
• W H ATISSUT? ;
Holiday Maker (awakening after a liquid luncheon): Heavens I 
I’ve never seen anything bigger than a pink mouse bemre.
—London Opinion.
the percentage of the higher grades 
and, having in mind the present strong 
demand for breeding ewes, it is con­
fidently expected that wool production, 
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Cunrent Prices And Market Conditiohs
(From the weekly. Bulletin 'issued by 
j .  Â  Grant/ Fruit Markets Commis- 
i.8ioner,<̂  Calgary.)
Calgary, August 23, 11^4 
The Week In Calgary 
: The weather' this '%eck has been
repetition of last, cold and wet jvith 
-^^occasioiial sunshine Business is very 
/.,dull/:cvcrybody seems to be holding on 
to sec how the harvest wjll turn out.
' . A spell' of fine weather would make for 
i good business;
• The volume of produce coming in is 
light, and the demand lighter still. Lo­
cal vcgctahlcs arc flooding the market 
especially in cabbage and cauliflower. 
Prices in both eases hayc sagged con- 
i siderably dming the week.' Prices on 
ipcaches, i^lums and prunes have firm- 
cd up a Jittle. ■
Last week-end tomatoes were scarce 
and prices firmed on Saturday. The 
»>quality from Kelowna is good, Summ-' 
erland fair. Some rough stuff has 
come in .from Vernon; poor in colour, 
"dirty and ifregular in shape; The mar- 
;kct does not want this kind of tomatoes. 
A  tightening up on inspection is due 
«on them.
Washington pears are losing money 
to the jobbers. We see some over-ripe 
fromv there which sold/to the trade at 
' less than cost. T he Volume coming in 





Apples, B.C., Wealthy, crate
Apples, B.C., Duchess, cra te .......
Apples; Cal. Gravenstein, Fancy
box, ................................. ..
Pears, B.C., Bartlett, Fancy, box, 
Pears, B.C., Bs^rtlctt, C Grade, ,
b ox' ..... ...................... ;........
-Crab apples, B;C., Transcendent,
,box, $1.00 to
Peaches, box ...................................
Plums, B.C., bo^ $1.50 t o ______
Cantaloupes, B.C., Standards, 
case
Cantaloupes, B.C., Flats, case .... 
Hothouse Tomatoes, 4-bskt, crate,
> $1.50 to
Tomatoes, Field, 4 bskt. crate .... 
Cucumbers, Hothouse, box, $1.00 
Cucumbers, Field, box, 75c to ....
Strawberries, crate ...........I.;.... .
Blackberries, crate .......................... 2.00
Blueberries, basket....................... 3.00
Rhubarb, Local, lb. .........  ;02
Green Corn, B.C. and Medicine
Hat, dozen .50
Egg Plant, lb..........................................15
Green, Peppers, lb.   .15
PUmpkin, Squash and Citron, lb. .OSj'i
Onions, B.C;, Small, lb. .03J4
Potatoes, B.C., lb ....... ..................  .02J4
Potatoes, 'Local, lb. ........  .0154
Wax Beans, lb. .10
Celery, B.C., l b . ..... ................ :04
Pickling Onions, peach box ...__  1,65
Calgaiy,, Car Aifrivals 
I Aug. 14th to 20th







Corn, dozen ..................................i... .50
Moose Jaw
MOOSE JAW, Aug. 20. t~ Moose 
Jaw and the surrounding district has 
had rain for practically every day dur- 
•ing' the week. Business, partially due 
to th is/is dull.
Pcachjps, Wash,, Elberta, box ....$ 2.10
Quantity lots ...............................  2.00
Prunes, b o x ..................... ;..............  1,85
Quantities . . . . . . ..... . 1,75
Plums; 4-basket crates .................. 2.00
Pears,, Wash.; Fancy Bartlett .... 4,50
Pears, B.C, Bartlett .....................  4.00
Blueberrie^ basket.................. . 3.25
Apples, B.C., wrapped .... . 2,75
Apples, B .C, crates ...... . 2.25
Crab Apples, box .... . 2.00
Tomatoes, 4-basket crate ....... . 1.25
Celery, washed and trimmed ...._ .08
Celery, unwashed   ,06j4
Cabbage, lb.    .05
Pickling Onions, box 2,25
Potatoes, bushel ............     2.25
Citron, Pumpkin and Squash, lb. .03
. Swift Current -
SW IFT CURRENT, Aug. 21.— 
Weather, for the past week in this dis­
trict has 'been warm and with light 
showers. Crops are looking better 
than they did some time ago. Cutting 
expected to start in some parts of dis­
trict in about a week’s time, and will 
be general about a-week later.
Car arrivals from Aug. 13th to 20th: 
B,C.::3 cars fruit and vegetables. Im-
count and cucumbers arc in demand. 
Some few sacks of onions arriving in 
mixed cars froiri B.C, arc very ordin- 
®ry stock being graded Sample grade.
riic following arc the car receipts 
since last report: . v
Briti.sh Columbia: 5 apples, 1 pears, 
1 crab apples; Ontario:-3 mixed fruit, 
o tomatoes, 2 cherries; Manitoba: 1 
po^tocs. Imported: 1 prunes, 2 ras­
pberries, 3 onions, 2 grapes, 1 potatoes, 
3 pears, 1 mixed fruit.
Wholesale prices today;-—
British Columbia:
Apples, Duchess' and Transparent,
^  boxes, Fancy ............................... 2.50
Crates, $1.75 to    2.00
Wealthy, crates 2.35
Crab Apples, Transcendent, boxes,
................................ 2.00
C. Grade ...........j.........     L7S
were definitely toxic to the nkin of ,tho 
apple, and produced injuries to the 
green areas that were identical in ap­
pearance with scald. Those experimenta 
were accompanied and followed by 
others looking for an absorbent of od­
orous substances that could be used 
with apples. Sawdust and charcoal 
materially'reduced scald, bni the beet 
results, were obtained with oils and 
fats applied to the apple or to tho 
wrappers,
Apples In oiled wrappers remained 
entirely free from scald. Whether tho 
oil has other favourable action in scald 
control than the absorption of odours- 
has not been fully determined, but the 
practical success of the treatment has 
^been mo^t gratifying, The power of 
oils and fats to absorb odours is;well 
known! They have long been used for 
this purpose in connection with the 
manufacture of perfume, and the tend­
ency of butter to take up odours is 
familiar to all.
Comb Honey, 24 12 oz, pkgs. .....  6,50 shown the importance of openness ini r ♦ i .
Eggs to Producer, cases returned: | the storage stack um! tho vnl.io oils, fats and waxes
Pullets ...... :.............. ............................... 3 0 l: l  tlic great v a l u e r e l a t i v e  cfficici
Fresh Firsts ...... .......... ............... .33
Fresh Extras .... ..................................... 36
Wholesale:
Pullets ......f.............. .... ..... ......  ,34
Fresh Firsts .................. ................ .36
Fresh Ext ras — ,39
Storage Firsts ..... ............ ....... .32
Poultry, live, to shipper:
Light hens ................. .............. ;.....  .15
wero
efficiency in
scald control. The waxcs/sucli as. pt̂ ru- 
ffin and bccs-wax, decreased the dis­
ease, but were not nearly as efficient 
as the fats and oils. Practically all of
*• j  e .t . . I the oils tested gave, good control ofpublications and of other expert opin-l <, i / i t ,  t t ”  ̂ ■ .l . u  odourlcss, tasteless, min-
of continuous air movement in cases\)f 
delayed storage. They have proven 
also the advantage .of open or ventil­
ated packages giving the apples plenty 
of aeration. A digest of their recent
Medium hens....














lions dealing with this question is pub-! i i , . , «
Hshed here for the informatio.1 o f C an-I"“'
adian apple shipping and storage inter-j 
ests. ■ , ,  '.'’-."i V',
The fact tht aeratiohi tended to dc-
^^oung lHucks.
_  —  .........................  .......Wholesale (dressed):
Pears, Bartlett, boxes, Fancy 4.25 Light H en s ...... ......       .21
_ C  Grade .......     4.00 Medium Hens, 22c to .     23
Celery, lb. >..........     .09 Heavy Hens, 2Sc to .......1.........   .26
B.C: 11 mixed fruit arid vegetables; ^̂ ^̂ ted- 1 w r o e a c h e r 2 ^  
I mixed fruit. Alberta: Pmixed veget- F°u?and 1 
ibjes. , Imported. 3 peaches, 1 pears, 1 , WTTOT.TrCAT w P P ir w ca les, 
mixed fruit.
Medicine Hat
W HOLESALE PRICES 
Apples, B.C., wrapped,; box 2;50
[ Apples, B.C., unwrapped, box ....
Cantaloupes : are selling fairly. welL 
/  Shippers are losing in  shrinkage claims 
■iby packing large and small cants in the for the cattle and horses,
''.aame flats, resulting in the larger onCs 
/getting bruised. I t  would bê  better to 
ship assorted sizes in 'Standards.'
. Wealthy apple> from Kamloops ar- 
; /rived here in spongy condition and^oth- 
..crwise defective; look as though 'they 
had been exposed to the sun after pick­
ing or stored in a. hot warehpuse.
Onions are unsatisfactory in size, 
rspme labelled “Sairiple” run fourteen to 
fifteen hundred to the sack. Under 
'these circumstances the jobbers are jus­
tified in'their-complaints. /
Greengage and Damson plums are in 
/•good demand and comtriand a' better 
price than other varieties. Boussock 
pears are being quoted from the Lower 
; 'Fraser Valley. Some fine peaches are 
coming in from the lower Okanagran 
'Lake points. Blackberries are still 
fslow sellers. i
Calgary Wholesale Prices 
.Apples, B.C., 'Wealthy, Fancy
M EDICINE HAT, Aug. 20.—Clou-Krab'Apples ............................... ." 1.75
dy, cool weather, together with local Cantaloupes, Standards ................ 7.50
.thunder storriis, have relieved the feed Cantaloupes, Flats ............. 3.0 ;
situation, which was serious. * ' Blackberries, B.C., crate — 3. 0 '
T he grass is growing on the prairie ^skt.-.... .— 3. 0 i
again and with favourable weather for ------------1.8 i
the next few weeks there will be fair 1.60
Ontario
Tomatoes, 11 qts........... :.................  1.25
Plums, Shiro, 11 qts.......... . . 1.25
Cherries, Montmorency,'! 1 qts..... 1.25
6 quarts ............ ..... ,..   .75
Blueberries, 10 qts. ........................... 2.50
Cucumbers, 11 qts.    1.75
Imported: '
Peaches, Cal., boxes, Elberta ...: 1.75 
Plums, all varieties, 4 bskt. crates,
$2.00 to — ...— :.............. 2.50
Pears, boxes, Bartlett, Fancy .... 4.50
Prunes, Italian, boxes .................... 1.65
Manitoba Potatoes, new, cwt. ...... 2.00
Vancouver
VANCOUVER,'Aug. 20.—Dull wea­
ther has prevailed during the greater
Light Springs ..........................   .33
Medium Springs ...................   .30






Country Dressed Tops to Shipper
Wholesale .... ............ ...................... :
Hogs:
Country Dressed Prime Light, to 
shipper, 13J4 to .14
Wholesale, 14j4 t O ' .15 
F.O.B. Shipping Point Prices 
Apples, Wealthy,. Gravenstein and 
W olf River, Bismark, wrapped $ 1.50 
Crates 1.25'
Transcendent Crab apples, Fancy, 
box:. .............................................. 1.00
fallen nnH hrr»lrp.n fh/i At»r̂ mvU4- '93̂  ̂ POX ........ - .............-.....
by bakers arid confectioners and,other­
wise in connection with food prodlicts, 
seemed most desirable for use in con- 
^ - , .. . . .tact with the apples. The direct ap-
creas. Scald led _to a detailed study pHeatioo of oils and waxes to the ap- 
ot the prodnets that were thrown oft L ,„  3„<.„ssf„l.
n and .removed by a.r enr- U„bbi„e the oil on tended to remove
oil was applied to control scald 
the benefits from aeration ^mjght be ,hc ip p lc  |,ad an. oily appearance upon 
dne o the dryness prodneed, but the „ „  ^ i t h  heavy
y r . ?  .»bo‘ applieation. of oil. the ground eolonr
the a r currents probably earned away L ,  remained abnormally
something that was of greater import- • eu ‘ e .u 1 1  X i erecn. On the contrary, oiled wrap-ance in the development of scald than , ..i. a. /  iTe r .... Pers have .always cither completelythe moisture. It was found possible i n « -X ijt ', -xi. , controlled scald or reduced it to an to entirely prevent scald with good x/,x xi. x xi. .x. • t /  ^V ■ .  ̂ . extent that the commercial value o faeration even in practically saturated L. , .. .̂ x x • n-. r* xxi- j  iJ. . . .  the fruit was not materially affected, air, while the disease developed in drylrj x x t « x/ • lx ’e i J / cx X. ..X In a total of more than eighty dlffer-
_  . . . I ent storage experiments there h.ave been
The respirnhon of a p le s  is slow ed k j,,
down-m cold storage but not entirely L ,  ,Hmc the time of appearance of the
stopped. They continue to absorb ^as been delayed and its sever-
2.15 fallen, and broken the drought which 
' '’'■'has existed for several weeks
1.50







»x.a„6 x«. a.... a.a« i.w. oca. , g lu m S ,^ ^ ., 4 bskt.; No. 1 ............
Business is quiet both in the city and | ?‘5!l
country, and our market is loaded on Cucurnhpr’«5 R P nporri 
Duchess apples, many in poor shape S " ?  b  p  Ih ^ box ........
and-srates selling, as low as $1.25. .
Prices as follows:— Onions, B .C , lb.................... ...I....
$1.85 to —.......$ 2.05 Beets, Turnips, Carrots, Ib. ........
Plums, 4 baskets, $2.00 to ........... 2.25 Potatoes, lb. ... .....
Pears, Bartlett * 4.50 '........ .. ‘
Apples, wrapped 3.00 SASKATOON, Aug. 20.—This last
Blackberries,'$1.75 to 2.00 Prices have been slightly better
Prunes 1.75 p a n  the two previous weeks, on B.C.
Crab Apples,'Transcendent..... 2.00 and vegetables. Consumers do
Blueberries ........................... ....... 3.25 appear to be buying the preserving
Grapes. Malaga .....    4.50 that are offered at/present and
Cauliflower, Local, doz.  ........ . 2.50 inclined to wait, which is too often
H.H. Tomatoes, Local— ...... . 3.00 case. Every house appears to have
Cukes, Local .... .v........... 75 supplies and it is also reported that the
Pickling Onions, Peach Basket.... 1.851 storage is holding several mixed
Celery, lb. ................ ..............08 g .C -P each y , $1.65 t o ............................... .....,$ 1.75
New Spuds, lb. ......................... . .03 k̂ Jl“ o?Pia Peaches .............. ......... 1.75
Onions, lb....... ............... .......... ........ .04V2 Plums .. ......... ....................... 1.90
Apples, Crates, $1.75 to ...... ........  2.00






Whisky m ay b e  old yet not 
matured, b e  m atured  it 
must have been aged in cask*
a n d
WHISKY
are thoroughly matured in 
Oak Casks stored in rack 
warehouses.
Observe the, guarantee of 
age on the Government 
over the capsule of 
every bottle.
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY
H i r a m  V V A L K E R &  s o n s . L i m i t e d
WALKERVILLE - ONTARIO
DisUUtrs t^ Fim 
Whi^i€a*inct 1858
2.75
Apples, Cal., Gravenstein ...........  4.25
Crab Apples .....u................. ..........  1.75
B.C. Pears /.:....3.75
W ashington Pears ...... . 4 .OO
I Eastern Blueberries, 16 lb. bskt. .. 3.00
Cantaloupes, Flats ......    3.75
Cantaloupes, Standards ...............  7.50
Potatoes, cwt. ............... ......... ..1..... 3.15
Celery, lb........ ....... ......... ................ . .07
Green Tomatoes, PCar Boxes ...... 1.75
Ripe Tomatoes, $1.10 to ,......... . 1.25
On;ons, sack ..............    4 .OO
Onions, Imp. ............ ............ ..... .... 4 .S0
Carrots, Beets, Turnips .... . .03
Cabbage, lb. ...........     .04J4
Cukes, Field, 90c to ............. . 1.00
CitkeSi. Hothouse, doz. ..;.........   1.50
Pumpkin, Citron and Squash, lb. .03 
Regina
REG IN A , Aug. 20.-r-Business is very 
quiet and car arrivals much smaller 
than the previous week.
B.C.: 7 fruit and vegetables; 2 pot­
atoes. Im ported: 1 mixed fruit; 1 
pear.
W H O L E S A L E  P R IC E S 
Apples, B.C., Duchess, W ealthy,
wrapped, $2.90 to ........... ...... $ 3.00
Apples, B.C., Duchess, W ealthy,
crates, $2.25 to ........... ............ 2.35
Pears, B .C , Bartlett, F a n c y ..... . 3.50
Pears, Imported, Bartlett, Fancy 4.25 
Pears, Imported, Bartlett, C grade 4.00 
Apples, Im ported, Gravenstein,
Fancy ...................     3 . 7 5
C Grade, box ______  1.00♦ o cAiaicu iv  s l xs. PrnriM Kn-i- on
At the time of writing the market for 
field tomatoes is steadier under lighter^  fi?Shl^ .............rerp.inf.Q and nrin̂ c Ofo I_....................... .............. . I.IU
lyteuer^"*^ Plums, Greengage and'Da;̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ly oeiier. 1 .......................................  ,
T h e  market is over-supplied with Pears, BartleTt.' Fancy^ 2.75
®?J®®|Pearsi BartieUand“ c  Grad̂ ^̂ ^̂  2.50
are being made as low as $1.00. This Pears, Flemish Beauty and Bo'us- 
fruit is of better quality than last year • sock. Fancy ...~ ' 250
when much of it was affected with C Grade ........................... ...........  2.'25
Brown Core. - Tomatoes, crate . . . .75
One of twlp straight carlots of Craw-̂  Onions, ton (Sampl e)— 45.00
ford and Elberta peaches have come in Cantaloupes, Standards ................ . 3.00
from Washington points but the bulk Cantaloupes, Flats    1.75
of the movement is still from Califor* Citron, ton ......................................... 40.00
nia. The latter state will no doubt Squash, Marrow & Pumpkin, ton'25.00
supply the bulk of the imports this Cucumbers, box, 45c to ..._........... .65
year, as there is a-light yield in the Celery, lb., 2^4c t o  ......... .............. .03
more northerly growing districts. Pickling Onions, box 1.25
Italian prunes are now arriving box ....— —.......... 1.00
^ rlo t quantities from Washington. Pears Going Strong
This  ̂ State is now supplying the bulk According to late advices from the 
°/^L^ P X  Yakima valley the prices on the later 
_ The potato market is steady at the varieties of pears, notably d’Anjous, are 
higher level established by the recent opening froin 50 to 75 cents per box 
advance and no doubt will remain so higher than prevailed at the start of the 
until the maiq crop .comes on the mar- season last year. First bids -to' the
I ity greatly reduced. The tests have
Experiments were made to deter-lcovered a period of five years, have 
mine the effect of a reduced ̂ oxygen I been-made on more than a dozen dif- 
and . increased carbon dioxide content I f^i-ent varieties^ and have been carried
ket. growers on this variety were $2.50 per
During the week ending August 19, ^ut these have been boosted to 
1924, the following produce has been- present time.
imported and cleared at New West-  ̂
minster and Vancouver:
Apples, Wash, and Cal, 112 boxes;! 
sears, Wash, and Cal, 6,225 boxes; 
peaches, Washr^and Cal, 13,788 boxes; 
plums, Wash, and Cal, 245 crates; 
prunes, Italian, Wash., 1,515 boxes;
SEPTEM BER ISSU E
OF “ROD A N D  GUN”
The September issue of “Rod and 
Gun in Canada” will appeal to every
________ 1 1  x ' ' sportsman. A canoe trip through the
 ̂ Cal, Chain Lakes from Dartmouth to ShU-
2,395 cases; lemmis, Cal, 210 c^es; benacadie, by R. G. Urquhart, des-
of the air.isuch as would result from 
lack of aeration. The results showed 
that variations in the oxygen content 
of the stored' air hadylittle or no effect 
Upon the development of scald and that 
high ■ percentage's of ’ carbon dioxide 
tended to prevent rather than produce 
the disease. ■
Besides carbon, dioxide and moisture 
the apples throw off odorous substan­
ces  ̂ Other tests having failed to ex­
plain the benefits of aeration, experi- 
.ments were started on these odorous 
riiaterials. It was found , that the vapr 
ours of amyl acetate, amyl formate and 
acetaldehyde, all of which enter into 
the odorous constituents of the apple,
out in eight different - Eastern states 
and in two Western ones.
Examples of the results that have 
been, obtained with oiled wrappers are 
given in the following table. The ap­
ples in each instance were comparable' 
in all respects, .having been picked on-: 
the same date from the same trees,. 
packed at the same time, immediately 
placed in cold storage under identical 
conditions except for the wrapper used  ̂
and removed and observed at the same 
time. The results show the efficiency 
of the oiled wrapper under both box 
and barrel conditions, but it should be 
noted that H is not considered practical 
to pack wrapped fruit in barrels.̂  ̂  ̂  ̂^̂
®*C., Transcendent,
$1.70 to .................MiL.......... ...
Peaches^ Imported, Elbcrra, $1.70 i.90
1.85
Fla., 37-cases;,-grapes, Cal, jeribes
"ates; cantaloupes. Cal. /  128 that ca„ be made anywhere In the 
9 crates; ban- Maritimes. “The Four of Us,” by B 
crates- -3 Lonsdale, i s ‘the story of a perfect two
potatoes, Cal, 18 lugs; weeks hunting trip, while Bonnycastle
S ? \ a r i k - -  C arS M  interesting a c c o S  ofcr^ e, p rh e , Cal, 500 lbs. 'How the Slim Wriggling Eel is Tak-
ortA , above 28 cases oranges and en in Winter” on the "Atlantic Coast. 
oUU boxes pears failed to pass in- Raymdnd Thompson’s story of the 
sP|ct»on and were retulrned to the frozen north, entitled “The Fur Cache,” 
G-i>-A. is one with an unusually good plot,
Apples, Gal. Gravenstein ______ $ 3.75 ^**^red Low introduces the reader to
Apples, Wealthy, crates .......... . 1,75 interesting group of people,
Apples, Wealthy, Fancy— ,....... . 2.25 Guides of Algonquin,” and Mart-
Apples, Wash:, Jeffreys...............  3.25 hn Hunter narrates in his usual vivid
1.75 style in “Circulating.” All the regular
1.25 departments are up to theii'usual stan- 
3.50|dard of excellence and aid in providing 
2,50 all-round reading in this number
3.00 df the magazine.
1.35 “Kod and Gun in Canada” is pub-
1.75 hshed by W. J. Taylor,' Ltd., Wood-
- - - — ...........................  1.50I stock, Ont.
Yakamines  ............ ...................  2.00
Grapes, Malaga, lu g ......  .........  2,751 PREVENTIO N O F SCALD BY
Locality and Variety' Date of
Per cent of scald 
w ith :
Eastern—Grimes .................... .........









. • Jan 13. 1920 0 83
Jan. 8, 1921 0 66
Jan. 12, 1923 0.1 42
Eastern—York Imperial .............. .........Jan. 17, 1920 ; 4 - 69
Feb. 5,' 1921 0 . 27
Feb. 10, 1922 2.4 '■ 8
Western—Rome . Beauty ..............
Feb. 17, 1923 0.6 31
30, 1920 0 41
May 18, 1921 0 30
Apr. 22, 1922 0 22
May 3, 1923 0 30
Western—Winesap ............. ........... 1919 0 19
May 23, 1921 0 16
Mar, 18, 1922 0 16
Marx 19. 1923 0 15 ’
(Continued on Page 8)
Apples, Cooking, $1.25 to ...........
Crab apples# Transcendent ..........
Pears, Bartlett, boxes ................ .
Pears, Bartlett, lugs ................ .
Plums, Cal and Wash.. $2.00 to ..
Italian,Prunes, box .......................
Peaches, Crawford, $1,65 to ........
Peaches, Elberta
Plums, Imported, Tragedy, 4 bskt..
$2.15 to












Montreal Qua, London., Ena. N«wYorf(,U.S.A.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
Plums, Imported, Italian
box ......... .................... . .............
Onions, B.C., Sample grade, cwt.,
$3.60 to .......... ............ ..............
Potatoes. B .C, cwt. ...... .................
Celery, B.C., unwashed, lb............
Celery, B.C., washed, lb ....... .!......
Cabbage, per lb......... ......................
Tomatoes, B .C. 4 basket. $1.00 to ___
Cucumbers, B .C, case, 95c t o .....  1,00
Winnipeg
W INNIPEG . Aug. 20.—Business on 
this market is still extremely quiet. All 
the wholesale „and a number of the re­
tail fruit' dealers arc closed for this 
afternoon out of respect tOLthc late Mr. 
R. R. Scott.
No sale for crab apples and other 
[ apples dragging. Ontario tomatoes 
being about the only comniodity that is 
cleaning up at a ll No local cucumbers 
arc coming on the market of any ac-
Grapes, Tokay, lug ..........    4.25
Blackberries, crate, $1.25 t o .........  1.50
Strawberries, crate ......................  3.25
Blueberries, lb. ............................   .10
Rhubarb, lb.  ...... ............... .̂.............. 02
Cantaloupes, 45s      5.25
G^talonpes, Flats .........................  2.50
Honcydews, lb...................... — ............08
Casabas, lb.......................... ........... .
Water melons, lb.,............ ............. .
Tomatoes, H.H., No. 1, ........ .......
Tomatoes, Field,
USE OF O ILED W RAPPERS
Out Of Eighty Storage Experiments 






Peppers, lb. .....................................  ;12l 2
Egg Plant, lb.
(From Dominion Department of Agri­
culture Fruit and Vegetable Crop 
Report.)
Scald, a disease of stored apples
Cabbage, lb. ......    04
Cauliflower, doz., $2.25 t o ... ........ 5.25
Head Lettuce, crate.......... ......   1.50
Celery, doz., 60c to ...........   90
Green Peas, lb. .......____________  .07
Green Beans, lb...............   07
Parsley, doz. .......................................... 30
Beets, sa c k ------------------    200
Carrots, sa c k ...................................  2 00
Parsnips ......................................__  2..50
Onions, Walla Walla ..........  3.50
Onions, Green, doz. .......   ,J5
Cucnmb.crs, doz, (outside) .................50
Sweet Potatoes, lb............ .............. 15
Radishes, doz.................    30
Potatoes, sack ..... :.....................:. I.(i0
Sweet Corn (Golden Bantam),
dozen ,50
B.C. Honey, 4 lb. t in s ............. .. 1.00
.15 which makes its most rapid development
just after the fruit is removed from cold 
storage, is confined largely to the green 
or uncoloured part of the apple. In its 
mildest form scald consists merely of 
a superficial browning o f the skin, but in 
its later and more severe stages the 
apple tissue may become brown and 
dead, opening the way for serious in­
fection.
Improvements in cold storage condi­
tions necessary to overcome this haz­
ard have been the subject of experi- 
riicnts by the Department of Agricul­
ture of the U.S.A. during the past 
eight storage seasons. They have
TH E  TRACE BOV :
Liberal Leader Asquith to Premier MacDonald: “Now wc have 
got you out of that'hole, we shall give you a. fair time to work your 
own way up the road.”
—Glasgow nm es.
'■'it !!!;- i,H '
‘f \
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Throygh Mn J. F. Murray, of Arm­
strong, tlic lacrosac players of the nor­
thern Okanagan town have replied to 
the challenge issued by the Kcloyvm  ̂
lacrosse team for the Shaw Cup*, Fhey 
offer to dcfcml their title to ,thp la­
crosse championship of the tntcrior in 
two games, to be played on fheir own 
grounds at Armstrong, on Scpt. 11th 
and Sept. 18th. ,
' It is now up to the Kelowna cxpdiJ- 
enta of the national game and their 
supporters to fl̂ cp out and win this 
trophy from their old rivals of many a 
lard-fought struggle.
T hat continues to be gopd, is a 
good tea to continue to buy.
For over twelve years
MCKENZIE’S BLUE LABEL TEA
has consistently continued a G O O D  
Tea. A  blend of Broken Orange 
Pekoe, Assain and Darjeeling. ’
The following team will represent 
Kelowna in the Robertson Gup tie 
final at Merritt on Labour D ay: Goal, 
“Turk” Lewis; backs, Kinnear and 
Bert Woods; half-backs, T. Handlcn, 
Scholl and Ww Handlen; forwards, Mc- 
Clymont, Fisher, Burt, W . Woods'and
McDonald. ' _ ;
Cars for the trip are to be furnished 
)y Messrs. J. Pringle, J. Silcock, ,T .
Pitt, Bert Mussatto and F. Fletqher, 
and several others have stated that 
they expect to go to Merritt.
MCKENZIE’S BLUE LABEL TEA
continues to satisfy the -popular palate.
TUePERPOUNB
The McKenzie Co., Ltd.
PHONE 214
I . J , I’ I 1 ' I I'),
Why Take A Chance
on purchasing goods of common or ordinary 
quality, especially lines of Flour, Feed and
BUY THE BEST
,You will get it from us all the time, plus a 
' satisfactory service.
Oats are advancing. Buy Oats now while the
price is low.
Occidental Fruit Ca., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C.
Free City Delivery Phone 67-Ll
SS5N-'
•.\S V Nv s
V. ^
GKORGte H EN R Y  HU&ERT HAS A LITTLE BROTHER  
Princess Mary gave birth to her second child, a boy, at Golds- 
borough Hall, one of the seats of the Lasccllcs family, on Aug. 21.
f o o t b a l l
DEPLO RES Ca l a m i t y  
HOW LING
ferent ways. Some sent out truck- 
loads half in bilcd wraps and half In 
common unoiled paper, while others 
found it advisable to dcBjiatch their 
fruit in unoiled' wraps early in the sea­
son on account of tlie development of 
scald, holding t|icir oil-wtapped apples 
in storage for better markets. In 1922 
one of the largest packers in the Wen 
atchcc district packed 40 truck-loads 
of extra fancy Wlncsapa in oiled wraps 
and held tlfcm in cold storage at W en­
atchee as a test Fruit from the same 
Orchards packed at the same time and 
stored under the same conditions except 
for' the wraps used began to show scald 
in the early part of March and was 
moved to market early in April. The 
oil-wrapped apples remained free from 
scald and in fine condition and com­
menced moving to market late in April, 
being marketed at a premium in Ney/ 
York
The results with oiled wraps on the 
1922 crop were so satisfactory that sev-
J. A. Banficld, of Winnipeg, large marketing organlza-
dent of the Rctad Merchants Associa-^
S o l  r a  tovc PU. out s^temont,
aiinual convention of the Association Uheir Use., In the Wenatchee uistrictn  u u ui uic xnc p uoi;*, isv -7 -  — .
held at Qttawa. He says: there is orders for oiled paper for the 1923
nothing the matter with country,
d i t S ' i f  ? h i" v fy a r i o f f u c R S :  and the demand for oiled paper exceed-
acter as to warrant optimism for fav 
ourablc fall trade.
CRICKET
Cricket is now played regularly ey- 
ery week-end by several teams in this 
district and, owing to increase of prac- 
I ice, the matches are becoming much 
more interesting both to the players 
themselves \ and to the spectators. In 
spite of the fact that it was very one­
sided, a very good game was played on 
Aug. 24th between elevens picked by 
the Occidental Fruit Company and Mr.
A. Mathews. On winning the toss, 
i dr; Mathews decided to put the Occi- 
( entals in and' L. Hayes and E. L. 
Greenside came out to face the bowl­
ing of Whitehorn and Mathews, which 
proved too good for them, the whole 
side being retired for 35 runs.
Whitehorn and Burt opened the inri- 
ings for Mr. Mathews’ eleven but the 
atter on being tempted to take liberties 
with one of A. P. Hayes’ deliveries, 
found it too good for him and was 
cleaned bowled with only three runs to 
lis credit. However,: C. E. Campbell 
came in next to join Whitehorn and 
the two put up a [really, good exhibition
of batting, hitting out lustily, without 
giving tHe fielders any chances and the 
score was raised from 12 to 75 before 
Campbell was run out. Whitehorn dis­
tinguished himself by a score of 42 be­
fore A. P. Hayes got his wicket. Sut­
ton, who followed, made 10 and the 
whole side knocked up the respectable 
score of 107.
On the Occidentals trying their luck 
a secohd time, Hunt hit out well before 
le struck his own wicket, but the bal­
ance of the eleven put up a weak dis­
play, showing how little practice they 
lad had, iand were all dismissed for a 
score of 42. The eleven captained by 
Mr. Mathews therefore won a hand­
some victory by an innings and 26 
runs. Score follows:
Arm team will pay this town a visit.
_'hc latter eleven is said to be a strong 
one and very evenly balanced. Play 
Against this team, the best in the north, 
will commence at 11 a.th. sharp.
It is hoped to pick the team which . a-suggcsuon. was mauc m<*«. «
will play against Salmon Arm before j inspection should be made. Mr
next Tuesday of Wednesday. '
Those who ,are interested in cricket,
and their number is continually in­
creasing, are still hoping that it will 
)c made possible for an eleven repre­
senting the Orchard City to play 
turn match at Salmon Arm.,
Old cricketers who have watched re­
cent games here are continually re­
minding those who now play that many 
matches are won ; by  ̂ good fielding,
which is as important as any other
>ranch of the game and one which 
should be practised at every available | 
opportunity. Sloppy fielding encour­
ages the other side.
It is reported that Okanagan Miss­
ion have arranged a match with Glen- 
more, which is to be played on the 
Athletic Ground on Sept. 4th, This js 
good news and shows that cricket is 
jeing revived throughout-this district. I 
Practice now takes place every ev-j 
ening at 6 p.m. in, Mr. Rowcliffe s field, 
and this has led to many players im- j 
proving their form considerably.
On the 31st, the G.W.V.A. will play 
against Mr. Keevil’s eleven on the Ath- 
etic Ground. It is expected to be a
good fixture.
As cricket is undoubtedly reviving, it 
is hoped that all who play or take an 
interest in the game will attend the, 
meeting to be held in Mr. Jerman i 
Hunt’s store tomorrow evening, when j 
the Kelowna Cricket CTnb will be for­
med. The intention is to form a; really | 
good club on a sound financial footing, 
so that players can; be encouraged in 
every way and the Orchard City prp- j 





L, Hayes, b. Mathews
Greenside, b. Whitehorn ...------ ........ 0
P. Hayes, c. Campbell, b. Whitehorn 4
Walker, b. W^teborn ....... -
Hunt, b. Mathews ..................
Lee, c. Griffith, b. Whitehorn
Wallace, b. Mathews   ...
V. Ablett, not out --- -------
Pringle, b. Whitehorn ...........
Pearson, b. Mathews ...........
. Ableft, l.b.w. Whitehorn ...
î .xtras .........-........... ........7
35
Second Innings
Hunt, hit wicket, b. Campbell......... 22
Wallace, b. Griffith ............ - ...... <
Hayes, c. Sutton, b, Griffith f
Greenside, ruii out ...............................  0
L. Hayes, c. Martin, b. Griffith 2
Lee, c. and b. Campbell .... ............... •:
Walker, l.b.w. Campbell —................ 2
Pringle, b. Campbell  ..................—■ f
A. Ablett, b. Campbell ----------  2
J. y .  Ablett, b. Campbell ------- ---  f
Pearson, not out...— ----------- ---------
Extras------------     ‘
Mr. E. A. Mathews'XL
Whitehorn, b. A. P. Hayes — ;------- 42
Burt, b, .A. P* Hayes
Campbell, run out .............. ................. ^
G. Mathews, b. L. Hayes ----- -— i - 2
Sutton, c. A. Ablett, b. L. Hayes .— T(
Griffith, l.b.w. L. Hayes --------
E. A. Mathews, b. Walker ............— ''
Martin, b. A. P. Hayes   -— -
Scott, run ou t...—  -  -......... -......
Stockley^ c. A. Ablett ----------------- - 2
Whitehead, not out ................... .......
Extras ---------- --------- -— •• 9
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FOR HIGH CLASS JOB PRINTING GO TO TH E COURIER
Notes
It is expected that a good match wil 
pulled off here on Labour Day, 
which will serve as practice for the 
important one which will be played on 
Sept. 7th, on which date the Salmon
be
ed the supply,
United States Pathologist D. F, 
Fisher, addressing the Wenatchee Va.1- 
ley Traffic Association recently, gave 
a'very interesting and, instructive talk 
on the subject of oiled paper wraps. In 
some cases pOor results had been ob 
tained from their use during last sea 
son and - estiba  de that a
Fishef remarked that it ib nothing 
short of marvcllouB that an industry as 
conservative as that concerned with the 
growing and shipping: of fruit should 
take up a new feature like the oilqd 
wrap so quickly. During the past sea­
son perfect control of the scald has 
mot been achieved even with the use of 
oiled wraps, but the results have been 
so much better than where common 
wraps were used that there is no ques­
tion of the advantage of the oil-treated 
paper over the common paper, he said. 
Ho has conducted extensive experi­
ments to ascertain the cause of the 
failure of some oiled papers, but was’ 
not yet prepared to state positively why 
they failed to give the results that they 
should. lu  some cases the oil content 
was too small, and in other cases Lie 
believed that the apples were kept for 
too long a time before bcin|g vvrapped. 
On the 14-pound paper an oil content 
Of •at least IS per cent wa'ir rcHo'miAcrid 
cd, preferably 17j4 per cent. Twelve- 
pound paper should contain ; at least 
17j4 per cent of oil or, preferably a lit­
tle more.
Answering. questions, Mr. Fisher 
would not recommend the use of oiled 
paper on any of the earlier varieties .of _ 
apples which arc noi especially subject i
to scat*.., h as Spitzenbergs, Jonath-- 
ans and -ious, but strongly recom­
mended its exclusive use on all the later 
varieties.
As to pears, - he stated that ho haa- 
been experimenting with oiled wraps- 
for the past five years, but had not yet 
found any advantage In wrapping pears • 
with anything but the common paper.
“ p r o c r a s t i n a t i o n  1 8 
TH E TH IEF OF T IM E ”
is a very old saying which has been 
brought' home to several in our 
neighbourhood of late. Some of our 
good friends have had losses pn 
which they had insufficient or no 
protection at all. In some cases the 
owners had thought of protecting 
their buildings, but had delayed in­
suring until it was too late. Fire 
insurance rates are reasonable and
a few dollars premium may say.5 
you thousands.
DO NOT DELAY I SEE
E. W. Wllkihsoil & Co.
Establlshcia 1893 
Comer Bernard Avo. and Water 8t. 
Phono 254










We carry the 
finest a s s o r t ­
ment in the In­
terior.
Look over our 
stock of good 
used bicycles, 
all overhauled. 
W e have them 
from $15i.OO up. 
In all sizes.
Massey Juvenile, boy’s, or
girl’s —.......... ..— ..... . $40,00
C.G.M. Crescent, all sizes^^
$47.50
Massey Roadster, all sizes
; $55.00
Massey Sport Model, alL
sizes ...... -............ $60.00
Massey Motorbike Special
$65.00
Sold on TERMS if desired.
“No use talking 
Cycling beats Walking.”
0 .K ; Cycle & Sport store




“Bobbie,” said a watchful mother to 
her son, “I don’t  want you to allow any 
children in school to call you anything j 
but your right name.”
Bobbie: “But mother, they have al­
ready nicknamed m e ‘Corns’. ’
Mother: “ Gracious me! ■ W hy do |
they call you that?”
Bobbie: ‘‘Because I'm always at the | 
foot of my class.”
M eN oufb
Approximately one hundred-pounds 
of ambergris has been found during_the 
present whaling season oft the B-v-j 
coast.
PREVENTION OF SCALD BY
USE OF OILED WRAPPERS
Keep All thefbod! 
Nortiuld! NoSpoila^
Use No I^ b er Rin^s 
Gonvenierd Vide Mouth
AwArded ihe Ĝ NO PRIZETT,MN rRANClfCO ISO jjiAH OICOO 19%
(Continued from Page 7)
IT U ' T  PAY!
The percentages are based on the 
average fruit surface scalded and the 
intensity of the scald. The good re­
sults that have been obtained from the 
use of oiled wrappers give no excuse 
for carelessness in other phases of ap-  ̂
pie operations. They are not a cure- 
all in apple storage. They have little 
or no effect upon the rots or upon in­
ternal breakdown and do not prevent j 
diseases and defects other than scald.
 ̂ The data of the above table and the 
various statements in regard to scald 
control arc based on wrappers carrying 
a minimum oil content of 15 per cent of 
*their dry weight (14 lb basis). Wrap­
pers carrying less than this amount* of 
oil have usually reduced scald but have 
been less efficient than the more heav­
ily oiled ones and are not recommended j 
for commercial use.
The introduction of oiled wrappers j 
on a large scale was due to experi­
ments and demonstrations in Washing- [ 
ton state. The fruit used in the vari­
ous experiments at Wenatchee was dis- j 
played from time to time for the bene­
fit of growers and shippers, and the re­
sults were- so outstanding that the 
commercial handlers of apples in the 
North-West were anXtous for more ex-1 
tensive tests.
Consignors varied their tests in dif-l
to  take a chance bn losing  
your fruit by using out of 
date jars and old tops.
W e Stock and Guarantee 
W ID E  M O U T H  M A SO N  
ECO NO M Y  
P E R F E C T  SE A L  and 
Q U E E N  JARS
and all Accessories, and offer 
them  at




Family Grocers Phone 30 ■
Quality up to a standard ® 
-not down to a price.
n  Bi la n
S e l i c w ) !  " F i l l i p
The children’s clothes question is an interesting study and 
, ‘ _______ ntt,xntinn T n  th riftv  oarentsdeserves more than passing attention. To thrifty parents 
this question is not a difficult one tp'solve. They know that
we have made a study of children s clothes, and that our 
apparel and accessories combine sturdiness along with style.
W ith school clothes buying to be d o n e  this is the best time 
to acquaint yourself' of our clothes made for, children Whp 
are [‘bound to be children.”  ̂ »
Boys’ 
Fall Suits
These suits are ' built to  
stand the rough usage 
m ost school boys g ive  
them. Beginning w ith the 
careful selection of fabric, 
every item entering into  
their making is sturdy cli­
maxed by superb work­
manship.
Our Special Herringbone, 
in brown and grey, up to







Lovely new materials for tjie girls’ 
dresses. Flannels, Tw eeds, Serges, 
etc. U se a B uttenck Pattern and 
make it quickly and economically. 
The flannels are particularly nice 
for school dresses. Come in fawn 
checks, grey checks,^ powder blue 
crepes, at prices within the reach of 
all. '
B O Y S’ A N D  G IRLS’ H A T S
The new H ats for little boys and 
girls are very smart. Velours, tw eeds 
and Jack Tars, in all the utility  
shades. Tans, greys,





V T h a t  will s t an d  the  gaff just placed in stock.
A  wonderful boot, calf stitched, red ; a real Boy
Scouter, a t : B oys’ 1 to  5/d ...............g5
Y ouths’ 11 to 13 .......... .— ................ y •
W e have a splendid range of B oys’ ^ d  g ir ls’ in a l ^ s t  e v r  
ery line : -L e c k ie , Sterling, Tred-R.te and W illiam s. A ll
g o o d  m ak es w ith  reputations to  maintain.
W e have a most complete assortm ent; now f
with rubber soles. Sandals, Oxfords and Balmorals.
W hite, tan, brown and black. goc to $L25
In Girls; •—   ........ ~‘‘3 $ i . 3 5  to  $2.25
Boys’ Girls’ Hosiery
H ercu les, Hardy Lad, Peter Pan. These
cotton .........................................................................  ' -
and guaranteed. ;
Three-quarter H o se , the b ig  thing fqr school̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂
ger make.” Brown and grey, h e ^ ^ jr  ,
frow n with faney $ 1 . 1 5
plaid tops. Prices
THOMAS LAWSON, LTD.
^  KELOWNA, B. C.PHONE 215
'  J 1...........
I
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